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Editorial

Selected Research in Data Analysis and
Theoretical Computer Science
Jurij Mihelič and Uroš Čibej, Guest Editors
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

With modern computing technology, it is easy to collect a vast majority of data. However, a
much bigger challenge is to analyze this data and extract as much knowledge out of it as
possible. Therefore, much of the current research attention is focused on the so-called data
science, a multi-disciplinary field consisting of areas such as statistics, data analysis, data
mining, big data, machine learning, and others. Accordingly, this special issue includes four
scientific papers broadly in the scope of data science. The articles focus on analysis
techniques that give new insight into the data and give experts in various fields new valuable
tools for their decision making.
Underneath every successful scientific and engineering field, there is a strong theoretical
foundation. We present six papers that advance the theoretical aspects of computer science.
In particular, the papers focus on areas such as graph theory, category theory, programming
languages, and operational semantics.
We begin with the four papers focusing on the data algorithms. The first paper A Case of
Churn Prediction in Telecommunications Industry by the authors Simon Brmež and Martin
Žindaršič gathers the information from a telecommunication company and extracts the
knowledge using techniques from machine learning and uses it to predict the churn, i.e., the
leaving of customers. This is very important information for companies since they can detect
unsatisfied customers quickly and by acting on it make the user experience much better.
The authors Kralj Novak, Senja Pollak, Aljoša Valentinčič, Igor Lončarski, Marko Pahor, and
Martin Žnidaršič, in their paper A Study of Importance of Textual Features for Predictive
Models of Financial Indicators, study various features of unstructured financial data, e.g.,
texts from financial reports, twitter messages, etc. and form a comprehensive study of the
correlations and the predictive power of various features extracted from these texts. They
demonstrate the relevance of these features and show a large potential for the future.
A surprising application comes from medical imaging, where the author Luka Šajn presents
Automatic Localization of White Spot Lesions Caused by Teeth Braces. The article
presents an improved method for locating a phenomenon arising from orthodontics. The
author demonstrates that previously used methods can be significantly improved by using new
approaches.
The last paper in the data science group is by Janja Klemenčič and Jurij Mihelič titled Creation
of Attribute Vectors from Spectra and Time-series Data for Prediction Model
Development. The paper explores the area of new attributes creation from the existing ones.
In particular, it deals with extracting and summarizing the information from the data available
in times series data such as spectral series and sensory process data used in many
manufacturing industries.
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The second group of papers focusing on theoretical aspects begins with a paper by Valerie
Novitzká, William Steingartner and Ján Perháč titled From Coalgebraic Logic to Modal
Logic: An Introduction. The paper introduces modalities of coalgebraic logic in order to
describe the behavior of systems. The paper also presents many examples and uses them to
compare coalgebraic and modal logic.
The sixth paper by Valerie Novitzká, Ján Perháč, and William Steingartner focuses on
Categorical Approach to Denotational and Operational Semantics. Here, the authors
apply category theory to constructs functors between operational and denotational semantics.
The concepts are tested with a simple programming language.
Another paper from the field of programming languages by the authors William Steingartner,
Ján Perháč, and Alexander Biliňski is A Visualizing Tool for Graduate Course: Semantics
of Programming Languages. Its focus is on an educational software tool used for translation
of a code written in a model language into inner code in JSON format.
One of the hottest problems in graph theory in recent years is graph isomorphism. In theory,
this problem remains hard, but various practical approaches can make it quite tame. The paper
by Luka Fürst titled Neighborhood-based Pseudo-canonical Representation of Graphs
represents one such approach, where graphs are transformed into a pseudo-canonical
representation and isomorphic graphs have the same representation. Since the method is not
exact, there are certain cases where this approach does not work, but the author demonstrates
that they are rare.
The ninth paper is a survey by Peter Gabrovšek and Jurij Mihelič titled Graph Covering and
Subgraph Problems. The authors focus on graph problems; in particular, they present four
covering problems such as vertex cover and dominating set as well as subgraph problems
such as matching and independent set. They also collect relations between different kinds of
problems.
The tenth and final paper by Andrej Brodnik and Sandi Režonja model and analyze an
interesting problem which originates from chemistry and biology. In the article entitled
Construction of Stable Mesh Using Self-Assembly Chains, they formalize the problem as
the problem of embedding chains onto a mesh structure. They present an algorithm for the
problem and perform an empirical evaluation.
All of the presented works give a careful study of the problems as well as focus on the
algorithmic and computational approach to solving the problems. We believe that the whole
issue is a very interesting read.
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A Case of Churn Prediction in
Telecommunications Industry
Brmež, Simon and Žnidaršič, Martin

ing existing ones [14]. Crucial enabler of targeted retention activities is the ability to perform computerized identification of customers
with high propensity to end their relationship
with the company, or customer churn prediction. Customer churn is usually a rare event
in service industries, but of great interest and
great value.Customer churn prediction is the
practice of assigning a churn probability to each
customer in the company database, according
to a predicted relationship between that customer’s historical information and its future
churning behavior. Practically, the probability to end the relationship with the company
is then used to rank the customers from most
to least likely to churn, and there can be activities focused on customers with the highest
propensity to churn, such as marketing retention campaigns [3].
Traditional data mining approaches to
churn detection in telecommunications industry are based on detecting patterns from model
input variables derived from customer contractual information, traffic related data, or call detail records, historical records from bills and
payments, customer demographics obtained
from internal customer relationship management (CRM) systems and customer service logs
[15].
This paper presents an exploratory study
aimed at churn prediction with machine learning approaches in the context of mobile
telecommunications in Slovenia. We experimentally evaluated a selection of algorithms
with respect to their churn prediction performance. Some parts of our study, such as the
feature rankings, provided also initial operational guidelines for acting towards churn prevention. This work represents initial steps in
an effort to analyze the usage and general cus-

Abstract: Churn prediction is the practice
of assigning a probability to the event of a
customer ending his contract with a service
provider. Traditional data mining approaches
to churn prediction in telecommunications industry are based on detecting patterns from
customer contractual information, traffic related data, bills and payments, CRM data and
customer service logs. The study presented in
this paper has employed various machine learning approaches and assessed their performances
using the data of a European mobile operator.
The feature importance rankings which were
used for feature selection yielded also some initial guidelines for acting on churn prevention in
practice.
Index Terms: churn, data mining, feature
selection, optimization, stacking, telecommunications

1. Introduction
istorically telecommunications industry

H was product oriented and with abundance

of income there was no serious need for customer oriented business environment. Todays’
telecommunications companies need to find
ways to capture and enhance market shares
while reducing costs.
It has been proven, that acquiring new customers costs five to six times more than retain-
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alongside usage data for predictive modeling as
shown by Kisioglu and Topcu [10].
Data semantics is the process of understanding the context of the data in a database,
as defined by Hadden et al. [6] and further
described as objects, relationships amongst objects, and properties of objects. Coussement
et al. [3] follow the established Cross-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISPDM) and break it down into six distinct stages:
business understanding, data understanding,
data preprocessing, modeling, evaluation, and
deployment.
Feature selection is the critical process of
identifying the variables which are the most
relevant for prediction. It is an important
stage because it helps with both data cleansing and data reduction, by including the important features and excluding the redundant,
noisy and less informative ones. A widely used
method for feature selection is Relief by Kira
and Rendell. A variant of this method with
several extensions proposed by Kononenko [11]
is called ReliefF. Enormous size, high dimensionality and imbalanced nature of telecommunication datasets are main hurdles in attaining
the desired performance for churn prediction.
Idris et al. [8] investigated the significance of a
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based undersampling method to handle the imbalance
data distribution in collaboration with different feature reduction methods: Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Fisher’s ratio, F-score
and Minimum Redundancy and Maximum Relevance (mRMR). Random Forest (RF) and KNearest Neighbour (KNN) classifiers were employed to evaluate the performance on optimally sampled and reduced features dataset.
They observed through simulations that their
proposed approach based on PSO, mRMR, and
RF performed satisfactory for churn prediction
problem. Class imbalance problem in customer
churn prediction was researched by Burez and
Van den Poel [1] and they showed that undersampling can lead to improved prediction accuracy. However they also confirmed that there is
no general answer as to which class distribution
will perform best, and that the answer is surely
method and case dependent.
Development of a predictive model is the

tomer data, as well as the contents of customer
feedback information from various communication chanells (calls, e-mails) and contextual
data (time, season, etc.) in order to better
understand the churn phenomenon in the specific telecommunication industry and the factors that influence it. The knowledge, algorithms and models gained by these studies are
to be applied in practice with an aim to better understand the needs of the customers and
reduce the churn and its negative effects.
Slovenia is one of the smallest markets in
the European Union and for its context and demography the studies of churn in telecommunications are rare (see e.g. [4]) and to the best
of the authors knowledge there is no published
research on predictive performance of machine
learning approaches in such a context.
2. Related Work
Hadden et al. [6] define five stages of a churn
management framework:
1. Identification of the most appropriate
data,
2. Data semantics,
3. Feature selection,
4. Development of a predictive model,
5. Validation of results.
Identification of the most appropriate data
is the initial step in developing a customer churn
management framework as defined by Hadden
et al. [6]. As different combinations of data
hold different analytical powers, it is necessary
to identify the data that best suits the analysis
being performed.
In case of prepaid customers in the cellular telecommunication industry, as described by
Owczarczuk [12], only usage data such as call
detail records and service options activations or
deactivations can be used as data for predictive
modeling. In most countries prepaid customers
are anonymous and there is no demographic
data available. On the other hand, when dealing with contract based postpaid customers,
demographic data can be successfully utilized
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on research data of 50% for training set, a selection set (20%), and a validation set (30%).
Lift curves are also very informative methods
of visualizing the results and comparing performances as used by Owczarczuk [12] in his
research.

next stage in churn management framework
and defined by Hadden et al. [6] as one that
takes patterns that have been discovered in the
database, and predicts the future values. Keramati et al. [9] employed data mining classification techniques including Decision Tree (DT),
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN), and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) so as to compare their performances
as predictive models using the data of an Iranian mobile company. Evaluation of performances of each particular algorithm was done
using F-measure with average values ranging
from 0.749 for KNN up to 0.8622 for ANN,
DT with 0.8382 and SVM with 0.8286. Superior classification accuracy was achieved with
hybrid approach including all four techniques
with considerably higher than 95% accuracy
for both precision and recall measures. Huang
and Ketchadi [7] also proved, that hybrid approach can yield better classification results as
opposed to using only single classification technique. Coussement and De Bock [2] similarly
demonstrated the beneficial effect of ensemble
learning method. In their research single CART
decision trees were benchmarked to their ensemble counterparts, random forests. On the
other hand, Vafeiadis et al. [13] studied several methods (ANN, SVM, DT, Naive Bayes
and Logistic Regression) including wide ranges
of parameters for each method. Their results
demonstrate clear superiority of the boosted
versions of the models against the plain (nonboosted) versions. The best overall classifier
was the SVM-POLY using AdaBoost with accuracy of almost 97% and F-measure over 84%.
Droftina et al. [4] propose interesting approach
to churn prediction using diffusion model based
on sociometric clique and social status theory
and its superior performance was demonstrated
on a real dataset of users obtained from the
largest Slovenian mobile service provider.
Validation of results is the last step in churn
management framework described by Hadden
et al. [6]. Variations of cross-validation are
the most popular. Idris et al. [8] used 10-fold
cross-validation in their experiments. Huang
et al. [7] used 10-fold cross-validation and also
compared the performances of algorithms using
ROC curves. Coussement et al. [3] used splits

3. Experimental setup and results
The aim of the experiments conducted in the
scope of this study is to provide initial insights
into the characteristics of the analysed data and
the applicability of the assessed machine learning methods. In the following we describe the
data, the feature selection approach and the
machine learning methods that were used in our
experimental work.
3.1

Data

Experimental setting included data from a European mobile telecommunications operator for
residential customer segment. 3 months of usage data for September, October and November 2016 was aggregated to subscription level
yielding 505.301 subscriptions belonging to
405.036 distinct customers. 6.516 subscriptions
were labeled as churned in the month of December 2016 from the CRM database. The
criterion for being a churner was the termination of subscription’s contract in month of December 2016. These 6.516 subscriptions represented the target class for prediction and belonged to 5.953 distinct customers.
All datasets were anonymized in accordance
with general European personal data protection
laws and prepared in a way that not one single
customer could be identified in reverse.
In total, usage data initially contained 86
variables, 1 being the target variable:
• 4 variables as identifiers (subscription,
customer, period and source system);
• 4 variables for various billed amounts;
• 4 variables describing additional binding
contracts;
• 13 variables for various contract data
from CRM system;
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• total number of open bindings;

• 17 variables for technical properties of the
mostly used handset in particular period;

• relative starting date of the last binding
contract (*);

• 4 variables for counts and spent amounts
for messaging services;

• relative end date of the last binding contract (*);

• 9 variables for usage of mobile packet
data service;

• handset type used (*);

• 9 variables describing the magnitude of
social circle, such as count of distinct
numbers called in competitor’s network;

• number of commercial tariff bundle
changes;
• total number of binding contracts;

• 2 variables describing commercial tariff
model;

• support for 3G/4G on handset.

• 19 variables describing durations and
amounts of different types of voice traffic.

3.3

Experimental Process and Results

The traffic and CRM dataset that was used in
the experimets consisted of 6.516 subscriptions
labeled as churned with additional 10.000 random subscriptions from majority class as undersample, thus removing the majority class examples as one of the popular methods to tackle the
class imbalance problem [1]. In the experimental assessments, a stratified 3-fold cross validation was used to separate the data into the
training and testing parts.
We conducted four sets of experiments to
assess the baseline results and performance of
various machine learning algorithms, the effects
of feature selection and parameter optimization, the potential benefits of ensamble approaches and the extension of the analyzed period before predicting churn events.

3.2 Feature Selection
The feature selection experiments were done
on an independent traffic and CRM data from
August 2016 and predicting churn event in
September 2016. As proposed by Keramati
el al. [9], we employed SVM (linear) as the
baseline classifier for the feature selection process. The feature ranking algorithms used were:
(I) ReliefF from an implementation in R and
(II) the forests of trees feature importance approach from the scikit-learn library. ReliefF determined that 64 features have a positive score
and thus have a positive influence on the target
variable. The forests of trees feature importance approach was somewhat less restrictive
with only four features evaluated with a zero
score. The two rankings of features proved
to be slightly diverse, but with a lot of overlap among the most highly ranked features.
The feature selection for our purposes was conducted according to the results of ReliefF by
selecting all the features with a positive score.
Top 10 features accoring to ReliefF (all have
a score above 0.15) are listed below, with the
features that are also amongst the top 10 features identified by forests of trees marked with
an asterisk (*):

Initial experiments
The initial set of experiments was done on traffic and CRM data from November 2016 and
churn events from December 2016. The goal
was to establish a baseline using traditional approach to churn prediction in telecommunications as was done by Owczarczuk [12] and Keramati et al. [9]. Experiments were done with
dataset containing all the features and default
settings for each algorithm. Compared learners
were: linear SVM (SVM linear), SVM with a
radial basis function kernel (SVM rbf), random
forest (RF), K-nearest neighbors (KNN) and logistic regression (LR). The results of these experiments are shown in Table 1.

• commercial tariff bundle (*);
• reason for contract subscription (*);
• relative date of starting the contract (*);
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Table 1: Results of the initial run of experiments.
SVM linear SVM rbf RF
KNN
Classification Accuracy 0.662
0.655
0.698 0.683
Recall
0.650
0.730
0.390 0.450
Precision
0.500
0.500
0.600 0.540

LR
0.672
0.400
0.533

F-2 measure as the overall indicator of predictive preformance. Stacking classifier approach
with traffic and CRM dataset resulted in F-2
score of 0.6229. Table 4 shows the experimental results for the cases of using 1, 2 and 3
months of data prior to the churn event in terms
of the F-2 measure. Extension of the observation period to 2 months seems to be beneficial,
while additional extension beyond that does not
improve the results.

Parameter optimization
In the second run of experiments, the feature
selection was employed (see description in Section 3.2) as well as parameter optimization,
which was done using the scikit-learn’s grid
search parameter tuning method. Only the features indicated as relevant by ReliefF were used
in this and in subsequent experiments. Results
of this run of experiments are presented in Table 2. The SVM and the logistic regression
learners are not sensitive with regards to redundant features, so their results are not positively
affected, while the results of random forest and
K-NN improved.

Table 4: Experimental results when considering
longer periods of analysis.
Months F-2
1
0.623
2
0.665
3
0.662

Stacking approach
The third set of experiments was dedicated to
the assessment of an ensamble approach of
stacking of the classifiers. We assessed three
combinations: SVM rbf + RF, SVM rbf + RF
+ KNN and RF + KNN. In all cases, the logistic regression was used as the meta classifier. Results of this set of experiments for each
combination of classifiers are shown in Table 3.
The best result, which outperforms the results
of any individual classifier, was achieved by using the stacking approach with random forest
and the SVM with an RBF kernel as base classifiers. This confirms the findings of Keramati et
al. [9] and Huang and Kechadi [7] that ensamble approaches outperform the usage of solely
base classifiers.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
Our research and subsequent discussions with
domain experts and practitioners have affirmed
the practical usefulness of data-based churn
prediction in our specific setting. We also confirmed the results of related works, for example
that ensemble approach yields better classification results opposed to using single classifiers in
such a context. However, we do not yet reach
the performances as reported in related works,
either due to the limited nature of our study or
due to demographic specifics. We intend to extend the scope of data used and further improve
the methodology to try to improve on that.
Our results indicate that (perhaps due
to tighter telecommunuications market regulation) features derived from CRM data, such
as contract bidings data, play more important
role in churn detection than behaviour features
derived from traffic data and that special attention should be payed in the period nearing
the contract binding ending dates. This period
should be longer than one month, as classfica-

Extended observation period
After discussion of experimental results and the
characteristics of the studied churn phenomena
with domain experts we came to the conclusion that we should consider and analyze more
months of data prior to churn events. A suggestion was also made that an emphasis should be
put on the recall measure, so we introduced the
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Table 2: Results after feature selection and parameter optimization.
SVM linear SVM rbf RFF
KNN LR
Classification Accuracy 0.662
0.652
0.724 0.703 0.674
Recall
0.640
0.620
0.480 0.390 0.400
Precision
0.500
0.490
0.620 0.600 0.530
Table 3: Experimental results of three combinations of stacking.
SVM rbf + RF SVM rbf + RF + KNN RF + KNN
Classification Accuracy 0.731
0.720
0.710
Recall
0.500
0.330
0.370
Precision
0.640
0.680
0.650
tion performance improved when we used periods of 2 and 3 months before a churn event.
Possible extensions to churn prediction
could include: social network analysis as proposed by [4], text analysis of customer care center e-mail messages and sentiment analysis as
proposed by Duric [5] on various channels where
customers leave comments.

[8]

[9]
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A Study of Importance of Textual Features
for Predictive Models of Financial Indicators
Kralj Novak, Petra; Pollak, Senja; Valentinčič, Aljoša; Lončarski, Igor; Pahor, Marko and
Žnidaršič, Martin

1. Introduction

Abstract: In this study, we experimentally
assess the potential of informal and unregulated communication to contribute to predictive models of financial markets indicators. The
data sources that were analyzed are unregulated parts of yearly reports of the companies of the DOW30 index, text of tweets that
mention these companies, data from financial
statements, and stock market data about stock
prices and volume. We conducted correlation
analysis of descriptive and target features and
an analysis of impacts of descriptive features to
predictive power of models for regression and
classification. The results indicate that overall the studied features only weakly describe
the complex and noisy target phenomena and
that also the linguistic features can contribute
to phenomena models, particularly the features
that represent expressions of sentiment, both
in tweets and annual reports.

he main goal of financial reporting in the

T financial system is to ensure that high-

quality, useful information about the financial position of firms, their performance and
changes in their financial position is available to
a wide range of users, including existing and potential investors, financial institutions, employees, the government. Formal reports contain
both strictly regulated financial sections, as well
as unregulated, narrative parts. While formal
communications are commonly the subject of
academic research, studies of unregulated narratives and informal communication are scarcer,
but are becoming more common in recent years,
as reflected also in surveys [4, 12, 8].
Our research starts from the hypothesis that
informal communications contain useful information to capital markets, and that there is a
relation between business performance and linguistic properties of unregulated parts of annual
reports and informal communications, such as
microblogging posts. Similar hypothesis have
been studied in related work. For example, relations between microblogging posts (tweets) and
financial indicators have been addressed in e.g.
[3, 17, 15, 5, 19], while non-financial information from reports has been used for prediction
of financially relevant events, such as next year
performance [14], stock return volatility [10] or
fraud detection [6]. This study is based on work
[18] that served as a pilot study, in which we
have analysed the correlation between linguistic
and financial indicators in a limited case of four
companies.
The goal of our research is to study the
importance of informal communications and
unregulated parts of annual reports for cap-

Index Terms: yearly reports, sentiment
analysis, informal communication, unregulated
communication, linguistic features, correlation,
impact on financial markets
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• Numerical yearly financial data from financial statements

ital markets. We aim to detect correlations
among the financial indicators and the financial and linguistic features of unregulated parts
of annual reports and microblogging posts (that
mention the studied companies). Furthermore,
the study is aimed at the assessment of potential predictive capabilities of the three groups
of descriptive features (financial and linguistic
features from reports, and linguistic from microblogging posts) and the financial indicators
as prediction targets. In this paper, we document the experiments with statistical and machine learning methods that were conducted in
order to detect any such impact and the features that contribute to that. Besides the novelty of some of the studied features, the paper’s
main contribution is the combined analysis of
very diverse feature sets and of their individual
and combined effects.
For the purpose of our study, we retrieved
yearly financial (10-K) reports of the thirty
DOW30 companies from last 20 years. Additionally, we used a collection of 11,309,609
tweets containing DOW30 stock tickers over
the period of four years. We also used financial markets data which consists of stock price,
stock market volume and return index data for
all the analysed companies in the time period
of the last twenty years.
Our results indicate that overall the studied
features only weakly describe the (complex and
noisy) target phenomena and that also the linguistic features can contribute to phenomena
models, particularly the features that represent
expressions of sentiment, both in tweets and
annual reports.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the data acquisition, cleaning and feature generation process. Section 3 is dedicated
to the experimental setting and experimental
results. Section 4 provides the concluding remarks and directions for further work.

• Stock market data (stock prices and volumes)
• Text from Twitter messages that mention
these companies
Since we do not have a complete overlap of
all the data sources, we derived two datasets:
one that is based on data from annual reports
which covers the period of 20 years and contains 552 examples. We denote it with Data20 .
A smaller one, denoted Data4 , contains also
the data from tweets, but is limited on the period of four years and contains 113 examples.
2.1

Annual Reports

We retrieved yearly financial (10-K) reports
of the thirty DOW30 companies from last 20
years. The financial reports of the companies
were collected with a script based on the SECEdgar tool1 .
The reports are usually provided in raw format, which includes HTML tags, tables, images
in binary formats and other non-textual or unreadable contents. In addition, we are only interested in the unregulated narrative parts of
reports. It was therefore necessary that the
reports were filtered and cleaned before the
analysis of text. For this purpose, we used
the approach that is described in the paper
by Smailović et al. [18] and the corresponding
tools that we have developed. We cleaned and
processed the document to extract sentiment
and other linguistic features.
Several types of linguistic features were considered (cf. [18]): simple ones, sentiment,
trust-and-doubt features, and features based on
discourse markers (by Biber et al. [2]).
The simple features include the length of
the documents (i.e. number of words) and the
proportion of first person personal pronouns “I”
and “we” compared to the impersonal pronoun
“it” (pers/it) or compared to personal and impersonal pronouns together (pers persit). The
corresponding feature names are:

2. Data Description
The data used in the experiments corresponds
to the companies of the DOW30 index. We
used three sources of data:

1

• Text from the unregulated parts of annual
reports
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https://pypi.org/project/SECEdgar/

length
pers/it
pers_persit

trust
doubt
trust2trustdoubt

The measures of sentiment that we used
were of two kinds: (I) relative frequencies of
positive and negative terms (using LoughranMcDonald Master Dictionary [11]) and the ratio of positive terms compared to all positive and negative terms (pos2posneg), (II) frequencies of positive, negative and neutral sentences, and an indicator computed as their aggregate, named the Sentiment score [9] (the
mean of the discrete probability distribution
of the sentiment), which were computed with
a hybrid sentiment detection algorithm [20],
an adapted reimplementation of the work by
Malo et al. [13]. The features computed with
this model that was learned only on the data
from the original paper [13] have the suffix
SM PMdata only, while those by a model that
was learned on the original dataset extended
with additional manually labeled items have the
suffix SM.
The features related to sentiment in yearly
reports as named in the dataset are:

The last group of features is based on discourse markers by Biber et al. [2] (listed in
[1, pp.69–72]), listing words and grammatical
devices used to express stance. The relative
frequencies of words from different word lists
are used: causation/modality/effort (e.g., afford, allow), premodifying adverbs (e.g., completely, extremely), communication (e.g., add,
announce), modal possibility (e.g., can, may),
ability (e.g., able), evaluation (e.g., acceptable,
advisable), modal prediction (e.g., will, would),
ease/difficulty (e.g., difficult, ease), cognition (e.g., assume, believe), modal necessity
(e.g., must, should), nouns various, attitude/emotion, likelihood, desire/decision (e.g.,
agreement, commitment), certainty (undoubtedly, certainly), style (e.g., accordingly, definitely).
The complete list of discoursive features as
named in the dataset is below:
Ability_biber
AttituteEmotion_biber
CausationModalityEffort_biber
Certainty_biber
Cognition_biber
Communication_biber
DesireDecision_biber
EaseDifficulty_biber
Evaluation_biber
Likelihood_biber
ModalNecessity_biber
ModalPossiblity_biber
ModalPrediction
Nouns_various
PremodAdv_biber
Style_biber

positive
negative
pos2posneg
negative_SM
neutral_SM
positive_SM
SentimentScore_SM
negative_SM_PMdata_only
neutral_SM_PMdata_only
positive_SM_PMdata_only
SentimentScore_Pmdata_only

Next, we used a dictionary of trust and
doubt-related words [21], containing (near)
synonyms of words related to “trust” and
“doubt” from WordNet2 and online dictionaries.The word lists contain 25 words for trust
(e.g., trustful, confidence) and 77 for doubt
(e.g., uncertainty, untrusting, suspicion). For
each feature, we represent the trust and doubt
values as relative frequencies of words from a
word list with respect to the total length of a
report (only the extracted parts). In addition,
we also compute the number of trust terms in
relation to all trust/doubt terms. The corresponding names of the features are:
2

2.2

Tweets

We processed 11,309,609 tweets containing
DOW30 stock tickers over the period of four
years: 1.1.2014 - 31.12.2017. As features, we
used the number of tweets and aggregated sentiment of the tweets. On average, there were
1,800 tweets per week (about 260 per day). In
the tweets, the most represented stock is APPL.
The number of tweets per stock is depicted in
Figure 1.
For sentiment classification, a classifier consisting of two SVM models was build to distinguish between the three (ordered) classes: One

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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count_y0m6d0-fod
sentiment_y0m6d0-fod
count_y1m0d0-fod
sentiment_y1m0d0-fod

2.3

six
six
one
one

months
months
year
year

Financial Statements Data

The financial part of data contains numerical
financial data from financial statements. With
exception of Total return, most of this data is
used as features, in particular these are:

Figure 1: Total number of tweets per stock.
SVM model was trained to distinguish Positiveor-Neutral from the Negative tweets and another SVM model to distinguish Positive from
Neutral-or-Negative tweets. For classification,
both models are consulted and they vote for the
final class assignment. The model structure is
adapted from [7] and described in [16].
Once we have a sentiment label for each
tweet, we aggregate the sentiment of the tweets
for each stock for each selected period into
a Sentiment score. We compute the Sentiment score as the mean of the discrete probability distribution of the sentiment (see [9] for
more details). Sentiment score is in the range:
[−1, +1].
The features related to the tweets include
both the aggregated sentiment in form of Sentiment score, and the count of tweets for the
same periods. The periods duration range from
short term (one day before date) to long term
(one year before date). We have considered
two relevant dates: financial year end (FYE)
and filed as of date (FOD), which is the day of
filing the annual report. These features are:

BETA, MONTHLY, 5 YEARS
DS HISTORICAL BETA LOCAL INDEX
NET SALES OR REVENUES
COST OF GOODS SOLD (EXCL DEPRECIATION)
SALARIES AND BENEFITS EXPENSES
GROSS INCOME
SELLING, GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
AMORTIZATION OF INTANGIBLES
AMORTIZATION OF DEFERRED CHARGES
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND AMORTIZATION
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING INCOME
INTEREST EXPENSE ON DEBT
EXTRAORDINARY CREDIT - PRETAX
EXTRAORDINARY CHARGE - PRETAX
INTEREST CAPITALIZED
NON-OPERATING INTEREST INCOME
PRETAX INCOME
INCOME TAXES
MINORITY INTEREST
NET INCOME BEFORE EXTRA ITEMS/PREFERRED DIVIDENDS
EXTRA ITEMS & GAIN/LOSS SALE OF ASSETS
PREFERRED DIVIDEND REQUIREMENTS
NET INCOME USED TO CALCULATE DILUTED EARNINGS PER SHARE
NET INCOME USED TO CALCULATE BASIC EARNINGS PER SHARE
NET INCOME AVAILABLE TO COMMON
CASH & SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS
RECEIVABLES(NET)
INVENTORIES - TOTAL
CURRENT ASSETS - TOTAL
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - NET
TOTAL INTANGIBLE OTHER ASSETS - NET
TOTAL ASSETS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
SHORT TERM DEBT & CURRENT PORTION OF LONG TERM DEBT
CURRENT LIABILITIES - TOTAL
WORKING CAPITAL
LONG TERM DEBT
TOTAL DEBT
DEFERRED TAXES
MINORITY INTEREST
PREFERRED STOCK
COMMON STOCK
COMMON EQUITY
TOTAL CAPITAL
AMORTIZATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS
FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS
NET PROCEEDS FROM SALE/ISSUE OF COMMON & PREFERRED
CASH DIVIDENDS PAID - TOTAL
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (ADDITIONS TO FIXED ASSETS)
INCREASE/DECREASE IN CASH AND SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS
NET CASH FLOW - OPERATING ACTIVITIES
NET CASH FLOW - INVESTING
NET CASH FLOW - FINANCING
COMMON DIVIDENDS (CASH)
EMPLOYEES
QUICK RATIO

Relative to FYE
one day
one day
one week
one week
one month
one month
three months
three months
six months
six months
one year
one year
Relative to FOD
count_y0m0d1-fod
one day
sentiment_y0m0d1-fod
one day
count_y0m0d7-fod
one week
sentiment_y0m0d7-fod
one week
count_y0m1d0-fod
one month
sentiment_y0m1d0-fod
one month
count_y0m3d0-fod
three months
sentiment_y0m3d0-fod
three months
count_y0m0d1
sentiment_y0m0d1
count_y0m0d7
sentiment_y0m0d7
count_y0m1d0
sentiment_y0m1d0
count_y0m3d0
sentiment_y0m3d0
count_y0m6d0
sentiment_y0m6d0
count_y1m0d0
sentiment_y1m0d0
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different sets of features on the capital markets. In the following sections, we present the
(I) correlations among descriptive and target
variables, (II) assessment of importance of individual features, and (III) analysis of impacts of
feature sets on the predictive power of machinelearned models.

CURRENT RATIO
INVENTORIES - DAYS HELD
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES DAYS
TOTAL DEBT \% TOTAL CAPITAL & SHORT TERM DEBT
TOTAL DEBT \% COMMON EQUITY
RETURN ON EQUITY - TOTAL (\%)
CASH FLOW/SALES
OPERATING PROFIT MARGIN
PRETAX MARGIN
NET MARGIN
RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL
CURRENT BETA
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (EBIT)
DIVIDENDS PROVIDED FOR OR PAID - COMMON
EBIT & DEPRECIATION
PRICE EOY

3.1

Correlation Study

Correlation (Pearson) among all the used features and target variables was computed and
is presented in Figures 2 and 3. The correlation coefficients were calculated on Data20 for
all features from annual reports and on Data4
for the Twitter related features. The strength
of correlations is color-coded: red for negative,
green for positive, and yellow for no correlation. While most of the correlations are close
to zero (Figures 2 and 3 are predominantly
yellow), there are some deviations worth mentioning, especially among the Twitter features.
Figure 2 depicts the Pearson correlation coefficients between the linguistic and Twitter
(FOD) features w.r.t. the FOD date targets
and the market adjusted total return. Considering the complex phenomenon we are describing,
the correlation coefficients are relatively high
(≥ 0.2) between the target (TOTAL RETURN
- SP500) and longer term sentiment aggregates
for one year (0.31), six months (0.33), three
months (0.29) and one month (0.2). A pattern of positive correlation with the number of
tweets and a negative correlation with the sentiment in them can be observed for the target VRDC td from td-3. The tweet counts are
also slightly (≤ -0.2) negatively correlated with
VRDC td+3 from td.
Similarly, Figure 3 depicts the Pearson correlation coefficients between the features from
financial statements and Twitter (FYE) features. The most colorful is again the Twitter sentiment part, where the correlation coefficient between 6-months aggregated sentiment
and adjusted total return is 0.4. Slight negative
(or no) correlation of FYE sentiment features
can be observed for most of the relative targets, except for VRDC td+3 from td which is
negatively (cca -0.2) correlated with the number of tweets.

The value not used as feature, but as a potential target attribute was TOTAL RETURN MARKET (S&P500).
2.4 Financial Markets Data
This part of data consists of stock closing price,
stock market volume and return index data for
all the analysed companies in the time period
of the last twenty years. This data was used for
calculation of stock market indicators which we
used as target classes in our correlations and
predictions. For each of the three kinds of stock
market data (price, volume and return index)
we calculated six indicators for each date d of
filling a yearly report in our database:
• relative change from day d − 1 to d
• relative change from day d to d + 1
• relative change from day d − 1 to d + 1
• relative change from day d − 3 to d
• relative change from day d to d + 3
• relative change from day d − 3 to d + 3
The indicator names start with a prefix of the
type of data: CRDC, VRDC and RIDC for closing price, volume and return index respectively,
followed by the span of the relative change. For
example, VRDC td from td-3 denotes the relative change of stock volume on day d from day
d − 3.
3. Experimental Setting and
Experiments
The goal of our experiments is to empirically
study the correlation and predictive power of
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Figure 2: Pearson correlation of linguistic and Twitter FOD (filed as of date) features w.r.t. the
FOD date targets and the market adjusted total return. The strength of correlations is color-coded:
red for negative, green for positive, and yellow for no correlation.
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Figure 3: Pearson correlation of financial features and Twitter (FYE) features w.r.t. the FOD date
targets and the market adjusted total return. The strength of correlations is color-coded: red for
negative, green for positive, and yellow for no correlation.
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decrease. Both sets of experiments were performed on both datasets: Data20 and Data4 .
The scikit-learn Python package was used
to perform the predictive performance analysis. We used leave-one-out cross validation to
estimate the predictive performance of the predictive models.

3.2 Individual Feature Importance
Importance of individual features was calculated on the Data4 dataset with the Feature
importance with forests of trees approach in
scikit-learn. To get an overall assessment of
individual features, we have collected the feature importance rankings for each target variable and calculated the average rank of each
feature. The ranking of features varies with
each target class, but the linguistic features are
commonly represented among the most important features, primarily the ones that are related to sentiment assessment, either in annual
reports or tweets.
The twenty best ranked features according
to this approach are:
16.22
19.28
20.33
22.56
22.89
26.06
26.44
29.06
29.28
29.72
29.83
30.06
30.28
30.56
31.56
34.11
34.78
34.94
36.00
36.22

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Regression
In the regression problem setting, we used mean
absolute error, mean squared error and R2 (coefficient of determination) to measure the performance. We use the following modelling algorithms:
• DummyRegressor: This model predicts
the mean of the target variable of the
training set. This regressor is useful as
a simple baseline to compare with other
regressors.

INCREASE/DECREASE IN CASH AND SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS
sentiment_y0m0d7-fod
sentiment_y0m0d1-fod
DS HISTORICAL BETA LOCAL INDEX
SentimentScore_Pmdata_only
BETA, MONTHLY,Ã’Â 5 YEARS
sentiment_y1m0d0-fod
NET CASH FLOW - FINANCING
Cognition_biber
TOTAL DEBT % TOTAL CAPITAL & SHORT TERM DEBT
sentiment_y0m1d0-fod
ModalNecessity_biber
Evaluation_biber
ModalPrediction
Ability_biber
sentiment_y0m6d0-fod
SentimentScore_SM
count_y1m0d0-fod
sentiment_y0m3d0-fod
negative_SM_PMdata_only

• LinearRegression: Ordinary least squares
Linear Regression.
• DecisionTreeRegressor:
tree
regressor
with
(max depth=5,
min samples split=10,
min samples leaf=10).

3.3 Predictive Modeling

A decision
parameters

• SVR: A support vector machine approach
that is adapted for regression. With RBF
kernel and parameters C=1.0 and =0.1

We perform predictive modeling of financial indicators to assess the potential predicitve capabilities of our three groups of descriptive features. We considered these three groups of features:

• Random forest regressor: A random
forest for regression,
parameters:
(max depth=10 n estimators=100).

• financial features from reports,

• GradientBoostingRegressor: A gradient
boosting approach for regression.
Parameters: (n estimators=10, learning rate=0.1, max depth=3)

• linguistic features from reports,
• linguistic features and counts from tweets
as well as their union (combined feature set).
More specifically, our targets were relative
changes in closing price, volume and return index, described in Section 2.4. In one set of
experiments, we have modeled the predictive
task as a regression prediction problem. In the
second set of experiments, we have discretized
our target and tried to predict the binary classification problem: target variable increase vs.

We had 18 target variables and evaluated
(leave-one-out ) the seven machine learning regression models on each of the four sets of features on both datasets. The learned models
rarely beat the simple overall average approach
(DummyRegressor). With all of the targets,
only the SVR model managed to beat the baseline with marginally better results, but rarely on
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all the considered measures at once. Our conclusion from these experiments is that the regression problem formulation is too demanding
for modeling of such noisy phenomena with the
given data.

Table 1: Number of experiments with respect
to the effect of addition of linguistic features to
the financial ones. Only the cases when combined feature set beat the baseline are considered.
Data20 Data4
better 15
7
equal 10
9
worse 8
2

Classification
In case of classification, performance was
measured by classification accuracy and the
macroaveraged F1 measure on the models built
by the following models:

the target concept might be learnable to some
extent from the given data.
Out of 126 experiments with seven classifiers each, we here focus on those that have
learnable targets. We consider targets learnable
whenever at least one of the classifiers learned
on the combined feature set beats the baseline.
This happened 33 times on the Data20 dataset
and 18 times on the Data4 dataset. To get
an insight into the question whether the textual information adds any new information to
the financial one, we have counted the number of experiments in which a classifier that is
trained on all features achieves a better classification accuracy than a classifier trained only
on financial ones. This was done only for the
cases considered learnable.
Overall, the linguistic features seem to contribute to predictive performance of classifiers
in 22 cases, reduce the performance in 10 and
do not have an impact in 19 cases. Details are
provided in Table 1.
The results show that all the feature sets
(linguistic, tweets-related and financial) potentially contain information to be learned about
the target concepts. However, as there are no
consistent relations among the influences of the
feature sets, any interpretations of these results
must be cautious.

• Dummy: The model that always predicts
the majority class.
• Nearest Neighbors: The k-nearest neighbors approach (k=3).
• RBF SVM: Support vector machine classifier with RBF kernel and parameters:
C(gamma=2, C=1).
• Decision Tree: A decision tree classifier
(max depth=5).
• Random Forest: = A random forest classifier with parameters: (max depth=5,
n estimators=10, max features=1)
• AdaBoost: The AdaBoost classifier.
• Naive Bayes = Naive Bayes classifier.
We discretized the targets from the regression setting into two classes: target variable increase and decrease. The targets had
a slightly unbalanced class distribution (72%
majority class in the worst case). We evaluated (leave-one-out ) the seven machine learning classification models on each of the 18 targets on both datasets with different sets of features. We used the results of the Dummy classifier as a baseline.
On Data20 , 54 experiments (three sets of
features on 18 target variables) with seven classifiers each were performed. On Data4 , 72 experiments (four sets of features on 18 target
variables) with seven classifiers each were performed. In classification, the learned models
improve on the F1 measure of the majority class
baseline and in several cases improve on its classification accuracy as well. This indicates that

4. Conclusion
The study described in this paper was aimed
at the assessment of relations among various
financial and linguistic data features and the
indicators of capital markets, such as relative
changes in stock closing prices and market adjusted total return. The linguistic features that
were used originate from two sources of data:
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unregulated textual parts of yearly reports and
tweets that were mentioning a particular company. There were numerous features created
from these data items, also some relatively new
ones, such as sentiment scores of novel domain specific sentiment analysis approaches.
All three feature sets (financial data based, annual report text based and tweet based) were
used in experiments with an array of target indicators.
The results of our experiments show that
overall the studied features only weakly describe
the target phenomena. This was mostly expected, as these phenomena (e.g., stock price
changes) are complex, noisy and depend also
on a number of other factors, some of which
are difficult or impossible to assess. However,
the results of experiments with various feature
sets indicate that all the feature sets have the
potential to contribute to phenomena models,
also the linguistic ones. According to results
of the assessment of individual feature importance, among the linguistic ones, particularly
the features that represent expressions of sentiment seem to be relevant in this aspect.
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Automatic Localization of White Spot
Lesions Caused by Teeth Braces
Šajn, Luka

Abstract: The initial phase of teeth demineralization typically starts manifesting as white
spot lesions on the teeth’s smooth surfaces when
permanent teeth braces are removed. We present
a prototype for automatic segmentation of teeth
and white spot lesions, which may contribute to
a more accurate and objective way of treatment
monitoring. In the process of development, we
used different image processing techniques and
image segmentation paradigms, namely Otsu
and graph methods. The developed prototype
was evaluated on our own image database, built
from the selected images of clinical examinations since an open annotated database was
not found. The results of our prototype system showed that the graph method is superior
to Otsu method.

the detection process of anomalies in the data.
In this work we will try to solve the problem that dentists face. The demineralization
beginnings, which appear as white spots on the
smooth surfaces of the teeth (Fig. 1) [24], often occur after the detachment of the teeth
braces. After the treatment dentists assess the
size of the white spots at each examination and
monitor the changes.

Index Terms: image processing, image
segmentation, medical imaging, region growing, segmentation with graphs, segmentation with Otsu, white lesions
1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: An example of white stains after orthodontic appliance removal

edical imaging in combination with computer vision methods are increasingly used
as they represent an important building block
of modern health care [3]. Computer areas that
are used to analyze medical data are in particular: computer vision, signal processing, and
machine learning. The use of methods depends
on the individual problem, the format and the
amount of data that we have available. Automatic systems that operate on data obtained
through clinical examinations enable us to help
medical personnel, as the system can facilitate

M

Our goal is to develop a prototype system
that will process, capture, and segment the regions of our interest from the captured RGB
images obtained during the dental examination
and evaluate the proportion of affected enamel.
Thus we want to achieve a more objective system for monitoring the size of white spots and
thus contribute to the development of modern
healthcare.
2. Topic Overview

Manuscript received March 2019 and accepted in
May 2019.
The author is affiliated with the Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia (e-mail: luka.sajn@fri.uni-lj.si). Special thanks
to Klemen Kozjek, M.Sc. for his contribution and help.

Image segmentation is an important part of the
image processing and analysis process, as it can
serve as a bold step in solving the problem, or as
an intermediate step that reduces the image to
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degrees if our target region of the color at the
turning point is between the maximum and the
minimum value. For segmentation, the maximum entropy and adaptive thresholding were
used. In the end, morphological operators are
also used to fill the regions and remove smaller
holes.
The image segmentation approach in [5] reuse the Watershed method. Most of the article is devoted to the pre-treatment process.
The segmentation was used by the light channel (Value channel) from the HSV color space.
Over the selected channel, they apply a contrast
correction CLAHE (Contrast Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization), which works by correcting the contrast of the pixel using only the
window of the adjacent pixels instead of using the entire image. By contrast correction
method, the edges, which were previously less
visible, appear. Then they use the Otsu correction and the Sobel filter, which emphasizes
the transitions between contrasts, thus preparing the edges of the regions that will be filled in
the segmentation process using the Watershed
algorithm.
In the article [23], the HSI color space is
used because it is easier to define the distance
between adjacent colors than in the RGB color
space. They use a couple of components (I, H)
of the HSI color space for segmentation, which
serve as an input to the clustering algorithm
k-median, which is a version of k-means algorithm. For the distance measure, they use LAD
(Least Absolute Deviation).
In the article [13], the JSEG (Unsupervised
Segmentation of Color-Texture Regions in Images) algorithm is used to reduce the input image to the minimum number of colors and present each color with the class. Then, with a
sliding window, they walk across an image with
the assigned classes and calculate the image J
over which the region growing algorithm is applied.
In the article [7], authors present a segmentation process based on the Mean-shift algorithm, which should prove to be better than the
previously developed methods. The Mean-shift
algorithm returns regions that are supposed to
satisfy the conditions. Over the acquired regions they apply additional rules that reject the

smaller and more manageable pieces [21]. The
main purpose of the segmentation is to divide
the image pixels into smaller regions that have
similar properties within each region and have
different properties compared to others.
When reviewing the related work, we found
that there are not many articles that are directly related to the problem that we address
in our work. This is why we have expanded our
view on the segmentation of medical and color
images. A basic overview of various image processing and image segmentation techniques was
drawn from [21, 19], providing a comprehensive
overview of the subject, giving examples of use
and the advantages and disadvantages of individual methods.
In the article [16], authors present an effective segmentation of the teeth with the watershed method and the morphological characteristics of teeth segmentation. In this article, the
teeth recorded from the front are segmented. In
the pre-processing step, they analyze the image
in the RGB color space where they find that the
difference in intensity between the tooth enamel
and the gum is best expressed in the red channel. Thus, on the basis of the difference between the RGB image and the complement of
the red channel, the region with tooth enamel
is acquired. Then, using the three-cut method
and morphological characteristics, they determine the potential region of interest. The potential region is divided into three parts due to
the difference in illumination, since the tissues
that are perpendicular to the light source have a
different contrast than those on the sides. This
segments the parts with different illumination
and consequently significantly improve the result.
The article [25] is not directly related to the
problem that we are solving, but it uses many of
the approaches that we used in our implementation. First, analyze differences in histograms
in the HSV color space, where we can observe
how the histograms of the background and objects of interest differ. Before segmenting the
image, they apply a 3 × 3 size averaging/mean
filter to reduce noise. They use the Hue channel
from the HSV color space. Since the channel
H is defined as a circle (from 0◦ to 360◦ ), it
is advisable to move the image values by a few
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Our research involves the implementation
of a prototype system that, through automatic
image segmentation and other image processing techniques, segments the region of the teeth
and affected parts with white stains on the smooth surfaces of the tooth enamel. For the purposes of the implementation, testing and evaluation of the system, we need a suitable database
of images that we did not find on the web.
Therefore, in cooperation with the medical faculty, we created our own database. When creating the database, we manually marked the
areas of our interest, which serve as reference
for the evaluation. For the purpose of evaluating the system, we have developed a tool that
allows us to compare the regions between reference marks and labels obtained with external
systems. The Segmentation Comparison Tool
uses various metrics that are used to analyze
the performance of such algorithms. The goal
of the implemented system is a prototype of a
tool that dentists could use to monitor the size
of the affected parts of the dental enamel during the course of treatment, as it gives objective
and numerical facts about the condition.

miss-segmented regions. These conditions are
domain-specific.
Because color and location information of
an individual pixel point is sometimes not sufficient, we can obtain additional information,
such as texture characteristics. In the article
[27], they present how they have improved the
process based on the Mean-shift algorithm [7]
with texture data. To obtain these, the image
was transformed using wavelet-transform and
calculated the mean energy value. Then, these
energy values were grouped into four classes
and used as a new characteristic for describing
image points.
In addition to low-level segmentation techniques, neural networks are also used. An example of such a work is [9], in which they use
SOM (Self-organizing maps).
Since we have also implemented the Evaluation Tool for Segmenting with Reference Images, we will also present an overview of related
work in the field of performance analysis of such
systems.
One of the databases for evaluating and
comparing segmentation algorithms is the Berkeley database, which is considerably expanded
[14] according to the number of citations. The
collection contains color and grayscale natural
images. In their system for comparing and ranking segmentation of different algorithms, they
use the F-score and the precision-recall graphs.
Another such collection of images and tools
for evaluation is [15]. This collection, unlike
Berkley, contains no natural images, but computer-generated mosaics. To rank the algorithms, they use as many as 27 different criteria, divided into thematic categories: regions,
image points, consistency measures, and criteria for comparing clusters.
In the article [20], they analyze the performance of clustering algorithms for segmentation. For measurements statistical measures are
used such as RI (Rand Index ), VOI (Variation of
Information), Global Consistency Error (GCE)
and BDE (Boundary Displacement Error ).
In the article [11], the Jaccard coefficient
of similarity or the Jaccard index is used as the
main measure of the capacity of the binary classifier or segmentation to the background and
foreground.

3. Data Acquisition
We used an intraoral Soprolife camera (Figure
2) to capture images. It is used as a device
for the diagnosis of the prevalence of demineralization of dental enamel. The software package is also included with the tool - Sopro [1],
which enables the user to keep records of patient examinations and add and edit the metadata of captured images. Thus, during the clinical examinations of patients, we took pictures
of teeth, which had white spots present. Then,
the images together with the metadata that
were anonymized were exported and used for
the construction of the database. The metadata that is exported with the images is dental
location data, the date of the image creation,
and some other data. When capturing images,
we agreed that the teeth that are subject to review should always be at the center of the image. Thus, each captured image is at the center
of the teeth that we want to analyze, together
with the part of the gums and a smaller part
of the adjacent teeth. By doing this we simpli-
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fied the processing of images later, because we
are interested only in the teeth with the largest
surface.

For manual segmentation we used the Gimp
tool [2], with which we created additional two
black and white images for each picture (Figure
4). The middle picture is a tooth mask that is a
subject of interest. The right picture is a mask
of white spots on the tooth of our interest. We
did this for all 30 pictures.

Figure 2: Image capturing device – SOPROLIFE (https://www.gerl-shop.de)
The tool has a camera with a CCD sensor and 8 LEDs, of which 4 white and 4 blue.
Thus, it can capture the image of the teeth
illuminated by white light (the usual color image) or with the blue light of the wavelength
of 450nm [4]. Demineralized parts are colored
brighter (white), while non-mineralized parts of
enamel are colored with shades of green (Figure 3). The camera captures images with a
resolution of 640 x 480.

Figure 4: Left: original image; Center: tooth
segment; Right: a segment of WSL

5. Theoretical Background
In this section, we shortly list the well known
algorithms of computer vision, which directly
relate to our work. Since the work relates primarily to the segmentation of images, this section is primarily intended for a general overview
of segmentation of images and topics that are
closely related. Firstly we present various color
spaces, which are often used for the purpose of
image segmentation. Secondly we focus on preprocessing. Thirdly we mention different approaches used to segment the images. Fourthly
we present measures for the evaluation of algorithms for segmentation.
All our images were captured in RGB color
space. The disadvantage of RGB color space is
that colors can not be easily compared (e.g.
with Euclidean distance) because colors that
are numerically close do not always reflect the
similarities seen by the human eye. For this
reason, color spaces have been developed that
are closer to the organization of colors than the
human eye perceives. Examples of such color
spaces are CIELUV and CIELAB [8, 18].
HSV is a color space that serves as an alternative to the RGB color space. Its advantage is that it separates colors into color components Hue, saturation Saturation and brightness Value. For this reason, this color space
is very commonly used in computer vision. It

Figure 3: Left: an example of an image captured by white light; Right: an example of an
image captured by blue light

4. Data Preparation
10 patients who were examined either once,
twice or three times were used to collect about
150 pictures. We reviewed all the images manually and selected those that were of sufficient
quality for further processing. The capture of
good quality images with Soprolife presents a
challenge, since it is necessary to set the camera’s position very precisely, the dentist’s hands
must be calm, also the patient’s oral cavity.
Therefore, during manual review, many images
were rejected because they were too blurred and
therefore useless.
We selected 30 images that seemed to be
the most suitable and manually segmented them.
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Image filters can be divided into two categories, non-linear and linear. An example of
a non-linear filter is a median filter. The filter
is non-linear because the output of the filter is
not composed of a linear combination of input
values. An example of a linear filter is a mean
filter, for which we use convolution. The process of convolution can be represented as the
weighted sum of the intensities of adjacent pixels. In the work we use filtering to remove noise
in images and search for intensity transitions.

allows us to manipulate image pixels of the
same color that do not always have the same
brightness. In the case of RGB color space, all
three components are changed when the lighting changes, and in the case of the HSV color
space the maximum difference will be observed
in only one channel.
CIELAB is a color space that was developed in order to get as close as possible to the
perception of the distances between colors, as
perceived by the human eye. The L component
represents the brightness (the higher the value,
the lighter the color). The component a represents a green-red color, and the b component
is blue-green. Since the images are usually in
RGB color space, a mapping should be used to
use the CIELAB color space.
For the purpose of mapping between color
spaces, we used the cvtColor function in the
OpenCV library [6].

6.2

Morphological operators are a collection of simple operations performed over binary images.
In order to implement a morphological operator
we need a structural element or a kernel besides
the image. The kernel can be of different sizes
and shapes. Usually, the kernel is in the form
of a rectangle, a cross, an ellipse or a circle.
The two most basic operations of the morphological operator are erosion and dilation. From
the basic two operations, we can build more
complex operations, such as: opening, closing,
morphological gradient, top-hat and black-hat.
With the size of the core and the shape, we can
adjust the result of the operation itself.

6. Pre-Processing Methods
The process of image segmentation depends
on the image pre-processing. In some cases,
it represents the most important step. A wide
range of methods can usually be used in the preprocessing, which usually greatly improves the
results and contribute to more stable methods
and more consistent results. Below we present
some of the pre-processing methods used.
6.1

Morphological Operators

7. Segmentation
Segmentation of digital images is an important
and critical part of computer vision, image analysis, pattern recognition and robotics. It is one
of the more demanding tasks in image processing, since it indirectly affects the final result of
the algorithms [21, 19]. From the perspective
of computer vision, segmentation is the process
of dividing images into several homogeneous regions or segments that can not be joined together in a larger homogeneous region.
Tresholding methods are among the most
simple methods, since they are not computationally demanding and very fast. For threshold methods, global or local thresholds can be
used. In practice, the global thresholding in
most cases is a less successful approach. Tresholding divides the image into the background
and foreground with respect to the intensity of
the pixels and the selected threshold. As a re-

Filters

Filtering is a broad field of computer vision that
covers a wide range of areas. It can be used
for noise removal (smoothing), edge detection,
pattern detection, extraction of features ...
The filtering process involves the kernel and
an input signal, which in our case represents a
2D digital image with one or more color channels. We can also represent the picture as a set
of 2D matrices with discrete values. Each matrix represents its own color channel, and each
matrix value represents the level of intensity at
a specific pixel location point in the color channel. The nucleus can be represented as a 2D
array, usually symmetric form and odd dimensions.
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values take the range between 0 and 1. According to the literature [22] a threshold value
between 0.8 to 0.9 for the segmentation of regions with glare is suggested. Depending on
the testing with different values, we selected a
threshold value of 0.8, as we obtained the best
results.
So now we have a mask of regions that represent glare. The current state of the mask
covers only parts of the picture where glare is
the strongest, but in most cases does not cover
the transition between the image and glare. If
these passages are not removed, as a result, we
get edges around the regions where there was
a glare before. We can get rid of this by increasing the regions in the mask. We do this
with the help of a morphological operator for
extension. For a structural element we used a
circle of 5 x 5.
In the article [22], the region covered by
the mask is filled using Laplace interpolation.
In our case, we used the algorithm inside the
OpenCV library for interpolation purposes.The
function that we used to fill parts with the presence of glare is called Inpaint. The Inpaint
methods work by filling the missing pixel points
with respect to their surroundings. OpenCV
implements a method based on Navier-Stokes,
and a method based on the fast marching [6]
method.
We improved the contrast with the global
stretch of the histogram, but we found that the
results are not much better than the input images. That’s why we used a histogram stretch
which works locally only on a small window of
the whole picture. For stretching of the histogram we are using the CLAHE [26] method
implemented within the OpenCV library. The
window used is 32 × 32. The image 5 shows
an example of an input image and a histogram
stretching with both methods. In the last step
of the pre-processing we removed the noise using a Gaussian filter.
The first image in the Figure 5, the segmentation contains some noise and segments of the
adjacent teeth. Therefore, following the segmentation, the purification follows. First, we
use a morphological operator erosion to eliminate possible minor connections between major
regions of the segmentation. In this case, we

sult we get a binary image. Disadvantages of
these methods are that they do not take into
account any other properties, such as edges,
textures, spatial connection of pixel points, and
only work on single-channel images (greyscale
images) [19]. They are very sensitive to noise,
which may be present in the images. In practice, the derivatives of the threshold methods
are mostly used.
8. System Implementation
In this section, we introduce the implementation of the system that we developed for the automatic segmentation of teeth and white stains.
The solution was developed in the Python programming language using the OpenCV and SciPy
libraries.
With the segmentation process, we begin
by first loading the input tooth image into the
memory that is represented in the RGB color
space. All input images should be recorded with
the same dimensions so that the teeth are at the
center of the image. Since this was not true
for all the acquired images, some were handcropped later. Therefore, after we uploaded the
image into memory, we changed its dimension
to a size of 512 × 512. This was done in order
to use the same parameters regardless of the
dimension of the input image, without affecting
the end result considerably.
We captured two types of images. The first
type is a standard color image, with no special features. The other type are images, illuminated with blue light at a wavelength of
450nm.
8.1

Tooth Segmentation

Our primary goal is to obtain segments of teeth
and white stains in order to assess the proportion of affected enamel. For this purpose we
segmented both tooth enamel and white stains.
For the segmentation of teeth we used the Otsu
[17] threshold method (Figure 5). In the first
step we eliminate the glare that appears on the
smooth surfaces of the tooth enamel and the
gums. For the localization of the glitter regions, we have used [12, 22]. The input image
is converted to gray and normalized so that the
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tion are random and represent only the values
of different classes of regions.

Figure 5: First: input image; Second: global
stretch of histogram; Third: CLAHE; Fourth:
Otsu

Figure 6: First row: input image; Second row:
Segmentation result with graphs
During the analysis of the images, we found
that white stains are always lighter in color than
the surrounding, but this same color, which is
a white spot, can also appear on other parts of
the same tooth, which is a problem. When analyzing images captured by blue light, we found
that candidates from regions with white spots
can be segmented very easily according to the
intensity of pixels in channel A or B of the
CIELAB color space. As an example, we can
look at the image 7. In the picture of channels A and B we can see that the white stain
completely stands out in intensity from the surrounding, which represents a healthy enamel.

use a structural element of the square shape
(21 × 21). Then we find the related regions
within the picture. We do this by calling the
function connectedComponentsWithStats that
is part of the OpenCV library. We used a 4-way
connection for the connection type. Then we
look for the largest segment and apply the opposite operator dilatation to restore the original
surface of the segment.
Given the assumption that the segmented
tooth is located in the middle of the image and
covering the larger part of the image, we can
conclude that the largest connected region is
the segmentation of the tooth. Now we have
to use the opposite operator dilation to restore
the original surface of the tooth.
In the second step, we used a segmentation
approach with graphs, where each node represents a pixel or a smaller group of pixel points,
and the links between the nodes represent the
distance according to the color. The basic idea
of the algorithm is taken from the article [10]
and is adapted for our case. As with other segmentation methods based on graphs, we must
first construct a graph G = (V, E). In our
case, this is a undirected graph where the node
is v ∈ V which represents the element we want
to segment. The edges (vi , vj ) ∈ E define the
spatial connection between adjacent nodes or
pixels in the image. In our case, we have limited the minimum size of the region to an area
of 250 pixels. An example of a segmentation
result with this algorithm is shown in the image
6. The colors in the images of the segmenta-

Figure 7: Left: input image; Middle: channel
A; Right: channel B
In order to obtain the candidates of regions
of white spots in the images taken without blue
light, we implemented our own algorithm based
on the growth of regions.The first step of the algorithm is finding the seed points, which will be
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and 16 GB memory. The main goal of the work
was the implementation of the prototype system for automatic assessment of the affected
area of dental enamel with white stains. Since
the problem has been divided into the segmentation of teeth and white stains, we will also
present the results separately.
As we can see in the table 1, the specificity is almost always above 0.90, which means
that our segmentation is almost entirely within
the region of interest. If interpreted by the formula of specificity, then this means that we almost never return the background as part of
the region of the tooth. The threshold methods are very fast, which can be confirmed in our
case. The process of tooth segmentation with
the Otsu method takes on average 2s (2.06s ±
0.54s).

located inside the white spots. To find candidates for points of white stains, we want to use
a picture on which the sharp passages between
enamel and white stains can best be seen. By
experimenting we came to the conclusion that
transitions are well seen on the gray picture. An
example of such an image is the center image
8 (the image has inverted intensities).

9.1

Tooth Segmentation

In the table 2 the results of the graph method
are presented. We can see that the results
are significantly improved compared to the results in the table 1. The biggest change occurs
at the sensitivity measure, which changes by
0.49. This means that with this method we correctly classify much more surface of the tooth
than with the previous one. Segmentation with
graphs takes almost 5 − times (9.64s ± 0.77s)
more time than the previous method.

Figure 8: Left: input image; Mid: gray image
of the input image; Right: intensity difference
after filtering
To obtain the approximate location of the
white spot or larger white region, we used filtering with a 9 × 9 linear filter. The idea stems
from edge-search approaches. For example, an
extended Sobel filter. We find all the pixels
that represent the above 5% intensities. Now
we have a picture that consists of smaller regions that appear on the edges of the white
stains. Since we need only a point for the region growth algorithm, we need to get at least
one pixel location from each region, which will
represent one of the starting points of the algorithm. This is done by using the OpenCV
function connectedComponents separately for
each associated region.

9.2

White Stain Segmentation Capacity

Table 3 contains the white spot segmentation
results with the region growth method. In the
segmentation we took into account information
about the image type, the solution of the tooth
segmentation and the localization of the glare
areas. We segmented the white spots according
to the type of image. The image type is represented in the table 3 in the T column. If the
T column value is n then the picture is normal,
otherwise it is illuminated by blue light b.
From the table 3 we can see that the performance is significantly better on the images
illuminated by the blue light than in the ordinary pictures. On average, F is higher for 0.34.

9. Results & Discussion
In this section we present the results obtained
with the implemented system. We used a collection of 30 images of teeth with white lesions
for testing. Of these, 10 images are covered
with blue light and 20 plain images. Testing
was performed on the Ubuntu 16.04 operating
system with an Intel i7 4700HQ @ 3.40 GHz
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Table 2: Results
graph method
Image
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Avg.

Table 1: Results of a tooth segmentation with
the Otsu method
Image F1 Prec Sen Spec
1
0.61 1.00 0.44 1.00
2
0.64 1.00 0.47 1.00
3
0.70 0.93 0.57 0.95
4
0.42 0.43 0.41 0.62
5
0.34 0.39 0.30 0.68
6
0.64 1.00 0.47 1.00
7
0.69 0.91 0.56 0.94
8
0.43 1.00 0.27 1.00
9
0.43 1.00 0.28 1.00
10
0.51 0.78 0.38 0.92
11
0.40 1.00 0.25 1.00
12
0.44 1.00 0.28 1.00
13
0.48 1.00 0.31 1.00
14
0.73 0.82 0.66 0.84
15
0.59 1.00 0.42 1.00
16
0.55 1.00 0.38 1.00
17
0.55 1.00 0.38 1.00
18
0.54 1.00 0.37 1.00
19
0.51 1.00 0.35 1.00
20
0.49 1.00 0.32 1.00
21
0.52 1.00 0.36 1.00
22
0.48 1.00 0.32 1.00
23
0.45 1.00 0.29 1.00
24
0.60 1.00 0.43 1.00
25
0.64 1.00 0.47 1.00
26
0.62 1.00 0.45 1.00
27
0.62 1.00 0.45 1.00
28
0.60 1.00 0.42 1.00
29
0.63 1.00 0.46 1.00
30
0.55 0.95 0.40 0.96
Avg
0.55 0.94 0.40 0.96
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of the segmentation with the
F1
0.98
0.94
0.90
0.64
0.65
0.94
0.89
0.91
0.85
0.75
0.88
0.89
0.95
0.79
0.96
0.96
0.94
0.97
0.90
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.90
0.90

Prec
1.00
0.99
0.94
0.53
0.53
0.99
0.92
0.99
0.98
0.64
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.67
0.95
0.99
0.96
0.99
0.97
0.91
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.93
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.94
0.93
0.92

Sen
0.96
0.89
0.86
0.81
0.83
0.88
0.86
0.84
0.74
0.89
0.79
0.80
0.92
0.96
0.98
0.94
0.91
0.95
0.84
0.90
0.88
0.85
0.87
0.95
0.97
0.92
0.91
0.94
0.96
0.89
0.89

Spec
1.00
0.99
0.93
0.51
0.51
0.99
0.92
0.99
0.99
0.61
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.45
0.95
0.99
0.96
0.99
0.97
0.93
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.91
0.91
0.91

10.

Table 3: Segmentation results of white
Image F1 Prec Sen Spec
1
0.79 0.77 0.82 1.00
2
0.92 0.98 0.87 1.00
3
0.81 0.84 0.79 0.99
4
0.19 0.12 0.45 0.90
5
0.19 0.12 0.45 0.92
6
0.93 0.91 0.96 1.00
7
0.81 0.80 0.83 0.99
8
0.24 0.15 0.53 0.89
9
0.49 0.41 0.62 0.95
10
0.62 0.85 0.49 0.99
11
0.30 0.89 0.18 0.99
12
0.62 0.97 0.46 1.00
13
0.51 0.43 0.62 0.93
14
0.29 0.22 0.43 0.94
15
0.37 0.33 0.43 0.98
16
0.60 0.69 0.53 0.99
17
0.60 0.76 0.50 0.99
18
0.48 0.72 0.36 0.99
19
0.47 0.31 0.95 0.92
20
0.60 0.63 0.57 0.97
21
0.49 0.54 0.44 0.98
22
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96
23
0.52 0.47 0.58 0.95
24
0.79 0.70 0.90 0.98
25
0.74 0.74 0.74 1.00
26
0.73 0.83 0.65 1.00
27
0.77 0.80 0.73 0.98
28
0.81 0.75 0.88 0.98
29
0.54 0.58 0.58 0.97
30
0.54 0.58 0.58 0.97
Avg. 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.97

Future Work

As we have seen from the results of the evaluation of the system, there is still a lot of room
for improvements. One of the more important things that need to be improved if we
want to continue to develop the system is to
increase the database. In addition to low-level
approaches, we could use and experiment with
more advanced methods that require as many
cases as possible, for example, deep neural networks. In addition to increasing the number of
images, their quality and resolution should also
be improved.
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Creation of Attribute Vectors from Spectra
and Time-series Data for Prediction Model
Development
Žagar, Janja and Mihelič, Jurij
Data from incoming raw materials and final
product analysis are derived from analysing the
sample with pre-defined size, representing the
whole batch. Every raw material batch is
analysed with Near Infrared (NIR) or Infrared (IR)
spectrometer probe resulting in NIR or IR
spectrum. Spectrometry (i.e. NIR and IR) is at
this stage used for the purpose of material
identification only.
This means that each resulting spectrum is
simply compared with the reference spectrum
within a spectra library and if a match is found,
identity is confirmed. Spectra are saved and
archived and not used thereafter for anything
else. Data from the manufacturing process is
being
collected
via
numerous
sensors
manufacturing process is equipped with.
During the entire several-hour process a
number of different parameters (such as speed,
flows, temperatures, etc.) are therefore being
measured every few seconds and sent to
different servers. This results in time-series data
output for each measured process attribute. After
the manufacturing process is finished, an endproduct gets analysed in laboratories where its
quality needs to be verified and confirmed.
Keeping in mind the above introduced highlevel overview of a manufacturing process it is
safe to conclude that end product quality, will
depend on its building blocks and the process:
Incoming raw materials and process properties.
The data in the industry presents wealth of
information that could be used for gaining more
knowledge about the product or the process or to
predict the best manufacture process trajectory
or end-product characteristics [3]. Neither of
these areas have been researched to an extent
to lead to applicable results. The reasons are
several:
• The data collected by an industry are
confidential and not readily available to
computer or data scientists who could make
sense of the accumulated data;
• Slow pace at which highly regulated industry
such as pharmaceuticals, changes ways of
working, leads to low interest by scientists;
• Raw data is in the form of Near Infrared or
Infrared spectra and in the form of time-

Abstract: Product manufacture results in high
and complex amounts of data. Most prominent and
information rich are spectral and process timeseries data. These data are available for every
process step and raw material used for product
manufacture. Due to their complexity, the use is
typically very limited to research and problem
solving. By applying dimensionality reduction to
spectral data and specific algorithms to time-series
data, attribute vectors could be created. Newly
created attributes, carrying process and product
details can then be used for product quality
prediction. Such prediction models could replace
currently used time-consuming practices.
Index Terms: Manufacture, prediction models,
spectral data, time-series

1. INTRODUCTION

P

or any other industry where a
product is manufactured inevitably generates
enormous quantities of data. This review paper
has focus on the data collected in pharmaceutical
industry manufacture, but the outcomes may be
applied to any other production where similar
data are being collected.
The data in the manufacture environment are
collected from many different sources [1]. A
rough differentiation according to data source
could be made as follows:
• Data from incoming raw materials;
• Data from manufacturing process;
• Data from final product analysis.
HARMACEUTICAL

In industry, every aspect of product
manufacture is highly regulated. Data are
collected for every raw material batch and every
process step [2]. Standard production steps
include control of raw materials, combining raw
materials based on a product formulation,
manufacturing process steps and final analysis of
the finished product.
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series which presents a challenge for
analysis.

data and produce vector space replacing the
original data.
This review will focus on, dimensionality
reduction, different embedding techniques,
algorithms available for representative vector
formation and evaluate applicability of each for
the above-described sources of data. The aim
will be to show techniques available for handling
such data sources and prepare new attribute
vector space for prediction of end-product quality.
Data used for representative analysis are derived
from a randomly selected process of tablet
manufacture.

1.1. Time-series Data
Time-series is a collection or sequence of
numbers that represent the state of any system
as a function of time or space or any other
“ordering” independent variable [4]. An example
consisting of several time series is presented
below for main compression force parameter as a
function of time for one part of the process.
Process time-series data result in nonlinear
dynamic. This complex, unpredictable behaviour
is well known to appear in natural and physical
processes such as the one presented in Figure 1.

2. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
Spectra contain useful information about
product chemical and physical characteristics [6].
This information is however kept in roughly 2200
variables per batch, i.e. a spectrum. A total of
2200 variables is not manageable nor is it
relevant for prediction of end-product quality.
Spectra are ideal candidates for so-called
dimension reduction due to their homogeneous
attribute responses throughout batches of an
investigated material.
This homogeneous response is a consequence
of material identity that dictates spectrum shape.
Response intensity will differ from batch to batch
only at some variables out of 2200. Furthermore,
spectral attributes are also highly correlated since
more wavenumbers (that is attribute/variable)
describes the same material structure. This
makes
spectra
ideal
candidates
for
dimensionality reduction approaches, which will
result in a compressed number of newly created
variables.

Figure 1: Example of time-series data for the selected
tablet compression process parameter

1.2. Spectral Data
Spectrum is data collected by spectrometers
such as near-infrared (NIR) or infrared (IR).
Signal outcomes are absorbance values
recorded for a whole interval of wavelength the
instrument is calibrated for. Resolution of the
signal collection will dictate the density of
absorbance data points in the wavelength interval
[5]. An example of such data output is shown in
Figure 2. The approximate number of data points
per one material identification spectrum is 2200
and these will describe physical and chemical
attributes of measured material.

2.1. Spectral Data Preparation
In order to reduce spectral data dimensions, a
few steps need to be considered first, to prepare
data for further analysis [7]. The following
preparation steps should be considered before
using spectra for further analysis.
Noise Removal
Parts of spectra, usually at the lowest
wavenumber ranges can be highly noisy and
therefore not useful for gathering information
about material in question. These parts of spectra
are very diverse between the batches of the
same material. The highest contribution of
differences between spectra for investigated
material would in such case be due to noisy part
of spectra. All other differences present due to
chemical diversity would be insignificant in
comparison. Noisy part of spectra must,
therefore, be removed to enable reliable further
exploratory and prediction analysis.

Figure 2: Near-infrared spectral data for lactose
batches

1.3. Use of Data
Can we use this data in its original form?
Spectra and time-series are not ideal inputs for
prediction models. Is there any way to utilize
these sources of data, for which we know contain
valuable information? One way might be to apply
embedding algorithms to spectral and time-series

Pre-processing: Standard Normal Variate
Standard normal variate (SNV) pre-processing is
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often used on spectra where baseline and
pathlength changes cause differences between
otherwise similar spectra. SNV can be used to
correct for light scattering effect. This method is
only applicable to spectra which have responses
fairly linear in concertation. These effects that
SNV removes are called multiplicative and
additive.
The additive effect is constant and is observed
as a baseline shift across the entire spectrum.
The multiplicative effect on the other side occurs
due to light scattering. The latter is in some cases
regarded as noise masking other differences in
spectra, in some cases, it is, however, desirable
for it represents physical properties of measured
substance.
After multiplicative and additive effects are
removed by applying SNV pre-processing the
only difference left in spectra is due to the
difference in measured substance. SNV equation
is applied to every measured spectrum [8]:

,

compound. It is therefore important to understand
the goal and how mean centering works.
2.2. Spectral Data Analysis
Analysis which follows after spectra have been
prepared involves exploratory analysis to
evaluate the data and find potential groups or
structures within data set we are working with.
Finally, if the aim is to use this data for further
prediction analysis, dimensionality reduction is
required, since we cannot proceed with 2200
attributes (also called variables in this paper) per
one observation (i.e. batch).
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a
method of choice for initial exploratory analysis of
large spectral data. It can also be utilized for
dimension reduction. PCA is a method that aims
to detect trends and clusters in large data sets by
generating a series of fewer, new latent
variables, called principal components (PC) [9].
These components are formed mathematically by
locating and extracting the principal sources of
variability within the dataset. They are formed
from the original variables and observations by
combining them into a simpler linear combination
of those original variables.
Pre-requisite for PCA to work properly is interrelation or presence of correlation between
original variables. Original data should be normal
or approaching to normal and should also exhibit
some variability since PCA is designed to search
for major sources of variability [10].
Incoming raw material spectral data was used
to demonstrate spectral data preparation and
PCA analysis. Spectral data had SNV and mean
centering applied. The noise was not removed
but should be attempted in future analysis and
explored whether subsequent PCA analysis
performs better. PCA applied to raw spectral data
and pre-processed spectral data differs
significantly. The latter means that baseline and
measurement pathlength changes cause main
differences and other subtle variation between
spectra observations (batches) did not come
through in PCA.
After pre-processing is applied differences
between batches are apparent, see Figures 3, 4,
5, and 6. There are some structures observed
and grouping of same colour (i.e. coloured
according to batches). New observations are now
called scores and new variables PCs. Ideally first
few (e.g. two) PCs will explain for most variability
in the dataset and could be used as new
variables for the dataset, replacing 2200
variables we started with.

(1)

where xi stands for a measured spectrum and zi
for the ideal one. The ideal spectrum has additive
(ai) and multiplicative inferences (bi) which can
be removed by applying SNV. The error or
residual (ei) is then mainly attributable to
chemical information within the spectrum.

.

(2)

A corrected spectrum is calculated as follows:
from each value (parameter observation), mean
of that spectrum (i.e. observation or sample) is
subtracted), followed by the standard deviation
for that same spectrum (i.e. row). Differences
between spectra after SNV, will correspond only
to differences in absorbance of material,
excluding baseline shift and scattering of light.
Standardization: Mean Centering
Mean centering or center by mean, means that
for every observation a corresponding variable
mean is subtracted. The difference between
variable mean and observation is a new point in
the mean centered spectrum, i.e.,

.

(3)

Mean centering can effectively remove the
mean absolute intensity from each attribute so
that one can study the variability of all attributes
at level zero.
Mean centering is not necessarily optimal in
many cases. Mean information could be critically
important in a quantitative determination of
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Figure 3: Raw spectra before application of preprocessing

Figure 5: Pre-processed spectra (SNV and Mean
centering)

Figure 4: Principle component analysis using spectra
presented in Figure 3

Figure 6: Principle component analysis with preprocessed spectra from Figure 5

Euclidean Distance

The approach would again include data
preparation, followed by new attribute vector
preparation.

Euclidian distance is a good choice for preprocessed spectral data that correspond to the
same material chemistry-wise and only differ
slightly in physical properties or content of certain
compounds.
In the case presented in this paper, an optimal
raw material batch would be defined that led to
the highest quality product at the end. Spectrum
(xopt.) corresponding to this particular batch
would be chosen for Euclidean distance
calculation for all other spectra. The result would
be one new variable replacing initial 2200.
Distance
calculation
between
observation
spectrum (x) and optimal spectrum (z) is
presented below [11].

3.1 Time-series Data Preparation
Process data have different starting points and
durations of process stages, as well as different
potential interruptions as seen in Figure 7. The
data needs to be prepared to enable meaningful
analysis.
In case of tablet compression process, we can
work with process time-series that indicate the
starting point and ending point of the process.
This particular time-series would then be used to
adjust the starting point of all other time-series for
that particular batch.
Such an example is a tablet press speed timeseries parameter, presented below for randomly
selected batches. This time-series only has value
higher than 0 when the process is running and 0
when the process is stopped or interrupted. It is
therefore ideal to define the actual process
starting point across all time-series for each
batch.
Besides defining the starting and ending point
of the process, larger time interruptions would
also need to be removed/cleaned from timeseries. The latter needs to be evaluated by a
domain expert, who can determine which
interruptions are part of standard operation (e.g.
operator’s shifts, weekends) and need to be
removed. Some interruptions, on the other hand,
indicate process issues and should be monitored

(4)
3. ATTRIBUTE VECTOR CREATION
Process time-series do not have predicted
dynamics and batches do not start the process at
precisely the same point as was true for spectral
data. Instead, different lag times are usually
present and unknown dynamics. Time-series also
need to have their initial attribute number
reduced from as high as 10000 per one timeseries parameter per batch to as few as possible
to cover all relevant variability and process
properties.
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and included as weighed attribute in new vector
space.
The domain expert is needed to:
• Evaluate the removal of entire outlier
batches due to related issues that led to
batch rejection.
• For each time-series type per batch (i.e.
dynamic process parameter), specifics that
have an impact on product quality need to
be defined and methods for capturing those
specifics determined.
• Evaluate which time-series should be
compared between observations/batches
and what should these be compared with:
time-series of a specific batch or an average
time-series across all batches or a different
comparison approach.

distances between points as shown in Equation
(5) [12]. Each time series gets new value relative
to the selected time series it is compared with.
1. Initial condition:
2. Repeat: for

3. Finish:

(5)

where d(i,j) stands for the distance between two
cells or observations between the two time series
with length n and m and g(i,j) is a newly
calculated distance including warping factor, i.e.
minimum distance considering neighbouring
observations. D(Xi,Xj) is finally calculated and
normalized distance between two time series.

Figure 7: Tablet press speed time-series data for five
randomly selected batches/observations
Figure 8: DTW method for two time-series [13]

3.2. Creation of New Attributes
Once time-series have been prepared for all
batches (observations) included in analysis, new
attributes need to be created. Each time-series
consists of approximately 10000 initial attributes
which can’t be worked with (similarly as with
spectra). Simple dimensionality reduction with
method like PCA will not be sufficient in this case
due to complexity of time-series outputs. New
attribute vectors need to be tailored separately
for each parameter based on expert knowledge
and application of optimal algorithms.

3.3 Application of Simple Algorithms
Simple algorithms should be applied to extract
within time-series variability and properties.
Proposal of time-series features that should be
extracted and included in new attribute vector
space are listed below. They were tailored based
on expert knowledge of process and product as
well as recommended time-series algorithms
[14]. All of these can indicate on process
successfulness and by that product quality
outcome for the investigated batch. We give a
few examples below:
• Number of equipment stoppages during
normal process run, weighed by the duration
of interruption.
• Number of attempted equipment setups
before the process started, weighed by their
duration indicates either on ease of material
handling or operator’s experience. Both can
have an impact on process successfulness.
• Rate of increase/decrease of main physical
parameters (time-series) compared to
average value throughout the entire batch.
• Number of events when main physical
parameters (i.e. time-series) increase by
15% from the set target value.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
A simple transformation of time-series datasets
into distances may be succeeded by using socalled Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [12]. The
method is used mainly for finding differences
between sets of time-series.
As opposed to Euclidian distance which
defines the distance between each pair (i.e. one
on one) the DTW instead looks for best alignment
between points in the two time series. DTW,
therefore, can compare two to three points with
one in comparative time series to result in best
alignment between the two. This method allows
to better compare time series that are not exactly
the same but are similar [13]. See also Figure 8.
Distances are calculated via distance matrix
where values of two plots are used to calculate
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regularization level [15]. An example of the linear
regression model is presented below, considering
only simple attributes (see Figure 9). Further
optimization and addition of special attributes
from spectral and time-series data would improve
the accuracy of the model further.

• Number of events above fixed upper
tolerance value for selected physical
parameters.
• Average, median, min and max values for
selected physical parameters.
• DTW comparison between observed timeseries and an average across all
observations included in the analysis; for all
time-series types.
• The number of changes from the initial set
target value, weighed by the extent of
change for certain physical parameters
(mainly for speed time-series).
Number of attributes per one time-series could
be as large as 10 or more based on the aboveapproximated summary. The number of timeseries per batch is at least 8 or more. The latter is
a considerable reduction from approximately 8x
10000 attributes per batch only contributed by
time-series. Approximately 80 attributes could
however still be quite a large number for some
predictive modelling methods.
In cases where researcher evaluates new
attribute vector space is too large for selected
prediction methods, newly defined attribute space
can be further reduced by testing for significance.
The use of the null hypothesis (H0) is one way to
test it. H0 stating there is no impact of the
selected (newly created) attribute on quality of
the product we are attempting to predict. If H0 is
accepted, the attribute is rejected [14]. The loop
is run for each newly created attribute and only
most significant ones are then used for the final
step: prediction of product quality.

Figure 9: Linear regression model for “Lakton”
prediction

K-Nearest Neighbors
If linear dependence between attributes and
dependent variable (target) is not present and
none of the applied transformations do not
improve linear regression outcome, a nonparametric method will probably be needed. An
example of the non-parametric test is the knearest neighbor (kNN) which uses an average
of k-neighbors as a prediction value. Neighbors
are defined by calculating distances (e.g.
Euclidean distance) between all observations.

4. PREDICTIVE MODELLING
The ultimate aim is to use newly created
attributes from time-series and spectral data as
well as other relevant simple attributes related to
observations (e.g. simple one-point analysis of
materials), for prediction of end-product quality.
Prediction models will depend on the final
number of attributes we need to include.
Since end-product quality is a known attribute,
available for all observations included in the
analysis, supervised learning methods are
applicable. Some of the prediction methods that
can be considered are mentioned below. A
detailed description is not included for these are
well known and established approaches
researchers are familiar with.

Artificial Neural Networks
When dataset consists of a very large number
of observations (i.e. thousand and more) a good
choice might be artificial neural networks (ANN)
which combine linear and non-linear functions by
adding hidden layers between input and output
layers. ANNs are especially good in selfoptimization since prediction errors are used as
weights for functions in incoming layers [16].
Prediction methods will however only perform
well if input data is optimal and represents a
dependent variable (e.g. end-product quality)
well. A researcher should, therefore, consider
optimizing the generation of attributes itself.
Attributes creation as described in this paper
should be linked with the prediction model and a
loop created to search for such algorithm
parameters to yield optimal prediction outcome.

Linear Regression
Parametric test with a relatively simple
connection between parameters and target
variable we want to predict. Here, a linear
response between attributes and target is
assumed, which may cause an issue if the linear
response is non-existent. Special care must be
taken to avoid over-fitting by applying optimal

5. CONCLUSION
Time-series and spectral data are heavily
represented in manufacture industries. These
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data are usually collected and never used for any
particular reason beyond the initial identification
of materials (spectral data) and investigation of
exceptional process failures (time-series data)
[17]. What if companies could utilize this data for
something that will add value to their product and
business? What if we could use this data to
accurately predict end-product quality and avoid
testing manufactured product in laboratories after
completed production? Laboratory testing can
add up to 300% of the time to overall product
throughput time. This time is restlessly aimed to
be reduced.
Spectral and time-series data have too high
dimensionality for direct prediction modelling. A
lot of information in this raw inputs is also not
relevant for chosen end-product quality and
would present noise in the dataset. By employing
dimensionality
reduction
techniques
and
customized attribute vector creation, resulting in
a reduced (and relevant) attribute space can be
used for prediction modelling with the chosen
method.
Research needs to be focused on optimal
attribute vector creation. Only successful new
attribute space creation from complex input data
will result in the prediction model that could
replace current laboratory testing for the selected
product. Having end-product quality available at
the time of manufacture completion would
revolutionize any industry where such an
approach is implemented.

[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
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From Coalgebraic Logic to Modal Logic: An
Introduction
Novitzká, Valerie, Steingartner, William and Perháč, Ján

does not care about inner functions or inner
structure of the systems. All what it can follow
are the outer changes of the system, mainly the
observable output values. The work of a system can be described by using coalgebraic logic
[2]. This logic can be reformulated to modal
logic [3, 9] that increases the expressive power
of coalgebraic logic. Modal logic [7] is a one
of a group of logical systems, which consists of
deontic logic, temporal logic, epistemic logic,
standard modal logic, and many others. In this
paper we consider standard modal logic. Main
attribute of standard modal logic is its modal
nature by introducing new operators of neccessity and possibility.
In the next section, we introduce basic notions from category theory and coalgebras to
define coalgebraic logic. Then we reformulate
this logic adding modality operators. The main
contribution of this paper is to illustrate using
coalgebraic modal logic on the simple examples of real systems, which make coalgebraic
approach and modal logic more understandable also for practical programmers and students that are not familiar in mathematics and
logic.

Abstract: We present how modalities in
coalgebraic logic can be introduced to describe behavior of the systems. We start with
an analysis of coalgebraic approach together
with several simply understandable examples
of coalgebras. We concern on observable behaviour of the systems that can be described
by coalgebraic formulas. We extend this logic
with modalities of necessity and possibility to
increase the expressive power of coalgebraic
logic. We illustrate our approach on the same
examples to compare both approaches.
Index Terms: coalgebra, modal logic, behaviour

1. Introduction
ogic is one of the basic sciences used in ev-

L eryday life and also in many scientific areas.

In this work, we will be mostly concerned with
coalgebraic and modal logic. Coalgebraic logic
[6] is a logic, which main goal is to describe observable behaviour of systems. The foundation
of coalgebraic logic is a coalgebra [4]. A coalgebra is dual term to algebra and this relationship reflects the duality between construction of
systems (by algebras) and observing outer behaviour of systems (by coalgebras). A coalgebra
examines and observes the outer behaviour of
the systems. In any system we consider a set
of states among which some transition functions are performed. These states are often
hidden, not observable by a user. Coalgebra

2. Basic Notions
Algebras and coalgebras are modeled using
notions of category theory. This discipline
of mathematics define and investigate special
mathematical structures called categories. It
examines properties of objects, relationships between objects inside one category using morphisms and relationships between categories using functors [1]. Coalgebras are structures constructed over base category using appropriate
polynomial endofunctors.
A category is a mathematical structure which
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characterizes a system which has a set of states
X, a set of outputs O, a set of inputs I and an
error state or message 1. This endofunctor represents a type of systems, which can produce
either an error message or it is working using
input values from I to change the states and
possibly to produce output values from O. A
state is changed in each step of system execution, that is why we have X in both members
of the equation. More formally, 1 describes abnormal end of a system execution, X describes
that a state is changed and O × X expresses
a change of a state together with producing
some output value. The exponent I describes
that every step of execution needs some input
value. Each polynomial endofunctor characterizes one kind of the systems.
An algebra is the essential part of mathematics, it deals with sets with operations satisfying certain properties. Induction is logical
reasoning principle for algebras and initiality is a
property for algebras. Standard algebraic techniques have been proved to be useful in capturing various aspects of data structures in computing. It turned out to be difficult sometimes
to describe dynamic structures. We are talking
about structures which involve sets od states.
As time goes by, it turned out that dynamic
systems which involve sets of states will not be
described as algebras anymore, but they will be
described as coalgebras. Coalgebras [10] are
dual concepts to algebras. The logical reasoning principle for coalgebras is coinduction which
is a dual notion to induction and also finality is
a property for coalgebras which is dual notion
to initiality.
A system is a running process which communicates with an environment. Communication between a system and its environment is
held by interface. User can describe a certain
system exactly by its interface. This outer view
of the system is also called black box view. It
is called black box, because a user does not
know what is exactly going on in the system.
All he sees, is the system’s behaviour. A system
can be abstracted as a set of states X with a
transition function ξ. This transition function
describes transition for each state x ∈ X:

consists of
• objects denoted by A, B, C,...
• morphisms between objects denoted by
f, g, h,...
Each morphism f is defined between two objects: domain and codomain. A morphism is a
function of the form
(1)

f : A → B,

where A is a domain of the function and B is
a codomain of it.
A functor is a morphism between two categories. Assume, we have two categories C, D.
A functor F
F :C→D
(2)
is a morphism between categories preserving
the structure, identities and composition. That
means, when F maps the objects A, B in a category C to the objects F (A), F (B) in a category D, then a morphism f : A → B in the
category C is mapped to a morphism
F (f ) : F (A) → F (B)
in the category D.
A functor, which we use in this paper is a special
type of functors, which has as a domain and
codomain the same category. Such functor is
called endofunctor
F : C → C.
The simplest example of an endofunctor over a
category is the identity functor Id : C → C,
which maps each object of a category C to the
same object and every morphism to the same
morphism.
Coalgebras are constructed over a base category. This base category has as objects states
of a system and morphisms are operations that
change states. These operations can not only
change the states, but also to produce some
output, or to use some input values from the
environment. Therefore in [5] coalgebras use
polynomial endofunctors of the form that is
similar to polynomials known in algebra. For
instance the polynomial endofunctor:

ξ

X→
− F (X).

I

F (X) = (1 × X + O × X) .
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(3)

propositional logics. We denote formulas by
small letters from greek alphabet

F is a polynomial endofunctor, X is a set of
states and ξ is a transition function.
When we are starting to observe a certain
system, we are expecting that it starts in an
initial state x0 . A system including first state
is called a process. We write a process as a
triple
(X, ξ, x0 ).
(4)

ϕ, ψ, φ.
The coalgebraic formulas reflect the behaviour
of a system, each step of execution provides
a new coalgebraic formula. We illustrate coalgebraic logic on the following examples of the
simple systems.

We do not always need to write it as a triple
if we already know what system we describe.
In some case, we write only a sttate space and
transition function.
Now, we describe how we can observe a behaviour of the several types of the systems by
coalgebras. Assume that we have basic system,
which will produce one output value. This value
a ∈ A is from set A. Transition function for this
type of system will look like
ξ

X→
− A,

Example 1: Basic calculator
Our first example is a simple basic calculator. The calculator executes four basic arithmetical operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of some natural numbers.
We construct the category of states State,
where objects are states and morphisms are operations. The suitable polynomial endofunctor
F : State → State is

(5)

where F (X) = A. When this type of system
is running, it can execute a transition function
only once per run.
Let us assume another type of system which
will produce infinite number of output forever.
ξ

X→
− A × X.

F (X) = ((Em + Om ) × X)I ,
where we use the following symbols:
• set E is a set of errors,
• set O is a set of output values,

(6)

• set X is a set of states,

We assume that a system starts in a state x0
and one of the transition functions is ξ(x0 ) =
(a, x1 ). The next transition function has x1 as
initial state and this will be repeated in the all
following steps. This type of system is called a
stream.
In the next section we introduce coalgebraic
logic for coalgebras.

• set I is a set of input values,
• m indicates the corresponding executed
arithmetical operation.
We are also using categorical operation exponent, because the functor is defined as a function from input values to an output value (or
error) for a given operation m.
Let us assume the category State that consists of states x0 , x1 , ..., xn , which are also
called objects of the category. A coalgebra is a
pair (X, ξ) where X is called a state space and
ξ is coalgebraic structure as defined above.
In this example, the state space will be
state space of the calculator and the coalgebraic structure gets input values in an actual
state and produce a result of an operation together with the change of state.
Consider that we add on calculator two
numbers 4 and 5. We construct the coalgebraic

3. Coalgebraic Logic
Coalgebraic logic is used for specifying properties of classes of coalgebras. Each polynomial
endofunctor determines a type of systems, i.e.
a class of coalgebras. Coalgebraic logic uses
a corresponding polynomial endofunctor, which
get an actual state of a system and returns a
next state.
A formula is a finite sequence of symbols,
which is constructed by exact formal logical language. We use formulas satisfying syntax of
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4. Coalgebraic Modal Logic

formulas as the sequences for each application
of the functor F , i.e. for every change of state:
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3
ϕ4

=
=
=
=

Modal logic deals with the study of linguistic
structures which evaluate the truth conditions
of terms, encompassing abstract directions like
beliefs, ethics and learning. We can describe
this logic as a logic of necessary and possible truths. This logic is called standard modal
logic. Nowadays, modal logic is also used in
computer science, where it is talking about different behaviours of systems or properties of
transitions between states of the systems. Aristotle in the ancient times was the first, who
mentioned two important words of modal logic:
necessity and possibility. This was the start of
formulating of standard modal logic which is a
part of a big family of modal logics. Introducing
modality operators enables to increase expressive power of logic. Without them we can deal
with formulas containing modalities as with unstructured propositions.
In standard modal logic we use two basic
modal operators. The operator  indicates necessity and the operator ♦ indicates posibility.
A formula
ϕ

((x0 , ⊥), true),
((x1 , 4), ((x0 , ⊥), true)),
((x2 , 5), ((x1 , 4), ((x0 , ⊥), true))),
((x3 , 9), ((x2 , 5), ((x1 , 4),
((x0 , ⊥), true)))).

This sequence of coalgebraic formulas describes the whole work of a system in the case
of addition of two numbers. The system ends
its work in four steps.
Example 2: Kettle with a jug of water
The second example, we present, is a kettle
with a jug of water. We are heating the jug
because we want the water to get in the boiled
state.
For this simple system we use the same category of states State but the coalgebraic model
differs in a polynomial endofunctor. We define
the polynomial endofunctor F : State → State
for this type of system as
F (X) = (O × X)I ,
where
• X is a set of water states,

can be read as: it is necessary that ϕ holds,
and a formula
♦ϕ

• I is a set of input values (temperature),
• O is a set of output values (boiled or not).

can be read as: it is posible that ϕ holds. These
modal operators are dual and satisfy the following equivalences:

Category State consists of states x0 , x1 , .., xn
and a coalgebra has same structure (X, ξ) like
in previous example. In this example we are
going to use one more set

ϕ = ¬♦¬ϕ,
♦ϕ = ¬¬ϕ.

B = {true, f alse},

In this section we would like to show how
modalities can be used on the examples in previous section. To formulate modal coalgebraic
logic, we need to use Kripke semantics. Saul
Kripke is a famous philosopher who brought a
new way of looking on the semantics of modal
logic. Kripke’s main rule in semantics of modal
logic is that we are considering existence of
more than one world. The truth of the formulas can be different in different worlds. He
considers a set of possible worlds and define the
rules when a modal formula is true in a given
world.

which has two boolean values indicating boiled
state of the water. The formulas for this type
of example will look like this
ϕ1 = ((x0 , ⊥), true),
ϕ2 = ((x1 , f alse), ((x0 , ⊥), true)),
ϕ3 = ((x2 , f alse), ((x1 , f alse),
((x0 , ⊥), true))),
ϕ4 = ((x3 , true), ((x2 , f alse),
((x1 , f alse), ((x0 , ⊥), true)))).
Here we are heating the jug so the water
is getting hotter and hotter. When the temperature gets 100 degrees Celsius, the water is
boiled and the value of last state is set to true.
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A Kripke’s model is a triple
M odel = hW, ≤, |=i,
where
• W is a set of possible worlds,
• ≤ is an accessibility relation between
worlds,
• |= is a satisfaction relation, i.e. it defines
when a formula ϕ is true in a world w.
Very important thing in this work is to assign
elements from coalgebraic logic to elements in
modal logic. We consider that any state from
the state space X in coalgebraic model corresponds some world w ∈ W , which means
Figure 1: Kripke’s model for division

x i ≡ wi .
Accessibility relation will reflect the relationship
between two states and we will write this relationship as
x1 ≤ x2 ,

means we can enter numbers only to a turned
on calculator. Formula ϕ2 is true only if the
second entered value is not zero.
if x1 |= ϕ1 ∧ x2 |= ϕ2 then x3 |= ϕ3 .

which means state x2 is accessible from state
x1 . Last element of Kripke’s model is satisfaction relation. We will write it as

This means that if formula ϕ1 is true in state
x1 and formula ϕ2 is true in state x2 then it is
necessary true that formula ϕ3 is true in state
x3 which means we have a result.

xn |= ϕn ,

if x1 |= ϕ1 ∧ x2 |= ¬ϕ2 then x3 |= ¬ϕ3 .

which means, formula ϕn is true in state xn .
This relation is exactly defined in Kripke model
[8].

Otherwise, if formula ϕ1 is true in state x1 and
formula ϕ2 is not true in state x2 than we it
is necessary not true that we have a good result, which logically means we got an error. In
Fig.1 we can see a coalgebraic modal Kripke’s
model for divison which represents coalgebraic
formulas with modalities.


Example 3: Coalgebraic modal logic formulas
for calculator
We formulate coalgebraic modal logic for
the basic calculator from Example 1. We work
with a more difficult operation than addition.
We will create coalgebraic formulas with modalities for division. We need to consider that we
can not divide with zero because we will get an
error.
The calculator starts its work in the state x0
and ϕ0 is signalizing that calculator is turned
on.
x0 |= ϕ0 .

Example 4: Coalgebraic modal logic formulas
for kettle with a jug of water
Let’s get back to the example with the kettle and jug of water. We added one special
formula ϕ4 to this case which is signalizing if
the kettle is connected to the electricity. Formula is true if it is connected and is false if is
not.
We start in the state x0 with formula ϕ0
which is not true here. Formula in this example

We are getting into a next state x1 where we
are entering numbers. Formula ϕ1 is true if
and only if formula ϕ0 is neccessary true. That
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signalizes that the water is hot. We are in the
first state and the water is not hot yet, because
we are starting with cold water, the formula is
false. As we are heating our water, the temperature is raising and we are getting into state
x1 .
if x0 ≤ x1 then x1 |= ϕ1 ,
which means that if state x1 is accessible from
state x0 then the formula ϕ1 is possibly true.
In the next state x2 the water is already hot so
we are writting a formula
if x1 ≤ x2 a x1 |= ϕ1 then x2 |= ϕ2 ,
which means that if state x2 is accessible from
state x1 and formula ϕ1 is possibly true in state
x1 then formula ϕ2 is true in state x2 . In the
last state x3 the water gets 100 degrees Celsius
and it is in the boiled state.

Figure 2: Kripke’s model for the kettle with jug
of water
power and more readable formulas then coalgebraic logic.
Our approach can be extended also for more
complex systems using the methods presented
in this paper.

if x2 ≤ x3 a x2 |= ϕ2 then x3 |= ϕ3 .
Here we have the next formula which says that
if state x3 is accessible from state x2 and formula ϕ2 is possibly true in state x2 then ϕ3 is
necessary true in the state x3 , what means, it is
boiled. If we unplug the kettle from the electricity, it gets in state x4 and this state is accessible
from all of the previous worlds (states).
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x4 |= ¬♦ϕ4 .
This means that if we get into state x4 formula
ϕ4 is necessary not true, because the water in
this state is not hot for sure.
In Fig.2 we can see Kripke’s model for the
kettle with jug of water which represents coalgebraic formulas with modalities.

5. Conclusion
In our paper we shortly presented the principles of coalgebraic modeling of systems, which
enables to model observable behavior. We concerned on logical systems used in coalgebras
and introduced the principles of coalgebraic
logic. Using the equivalence between possible
worlds and state space in Kripke’s model, we
can describe the behavior of systems by coalgebraic modal logic that has higher expressive
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Categorical Approach to Denotational and
Operational Semantics
Novitzká, Valerie, Perháč, Ján and Steingartner, William

implemented and each category describes the
execution of program commands using its respective method. One of the methods we use
is denotational semantics [10], where the objects serve as semantic areas and the functions
(morphisms) assign the value of a program. We
are not interested in the implementation of the
programs, but only in their results. The second
method we use is structural operational semantics [9]. This method focuses on the description
of the programs execution step by step.
We construct the functors from one category to the other and we show that their composition is identity functor. That means the
both methods are equivalent. We have to show
for each object (a state of the program) and for
each morphism (a command) that the composition of these functors returns the origin object
and morphism.

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to define
a categorical model for operational and denotational semantics of a simple procedural language and to construct the functors between
these two semantical methods. This article develops and describes the relationship between
the two most used semantical methods that describe the meaning of a program. Construction
of these functors determines that their composition is an identity functor.
Index Terms: category, coalgebra, denotational semantics, operational semantics

1. Introduction
ategories [1, 3] are useful mathematical

C structures, which in the theory of program-

ming languages stand for modeling processes of
the computer programs. In this paper we use
the categories as the basic structures for describing the meaning and the behavior of the
programs. The category theory was applied in
the mathematical algebraic study of structures
and topology. Categories find their applications
widely also in the world of computer science.
They help to describe construction and also
behavior of the programs. Categories are often used in functional programming, e.g. using
monads that are special endofunctors. This article focuses on defining the semantics and on
the construction of the functors between these
models. The objects of these categories represent the space, in which the programs are

2. Simple Programming Language
We use a simple programming language that
consists of five Dijkstra’s statements that are
present in the most imperative programming
languages. A statement S can have the following structure:
S ::= x := e | skip | S; S |
if b then S else S | while b do S.
The first statement is assignments statement,
where e stands for arithmetical expression. The
second one is the empty statement. The syntax
follows with the sequence of statements, conditional statement and loop statement. The
symbol b stands for Boolean expression. In our
approach we do not use declaration of the variables, we assign input values before the start of
the execution of the program.
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• for two composable morphisms there exists a morphism that is their composition,

3. Categorical Denotational
Semantics

• each object has an identity morphism.

In this section we define denotational semantics (DS) of the simple programming language
in categorical terms. We construct the categorical model as a category of states. A state
s ∈ State is the basic notion in the semantical
methods and it is an abstraction of a computer
memory. The semantic domain State is called
state space.
We represent a state as a sequence of pairs
(x, v):

Morphisms model execution of statements.
Some statements cannot provide the changed
state, e.g. in the case of infinite loop. Therefore the functions [[S]] are partial ones, i.e. it
can have undefined value as the results. Because a category deals with total functions as
morphisms, we extend the semantical domain
State with udefined state s⊥ :
s ∈ State ∪ {s⊥ }

s = h(x1 , v1 ), . . . , (xn , vn )i,

It is clear that a program that finishes its execution in an undefined state has no semantics.
This special state s⊥ is a terminal object in the
category CState , i.e. it exists a unique morphism
from each object to s⊥ .
Now we can define the morphisms in the
category CState , i.e. the denotational semantics
of statements. The program can execute only
these five statements:

where xi is a variable and vi is its value in this
state, for i = 1, . . . , n. The values are in our
simplified approach integer numbers
v ∈ Value = Z.
We denote a change of a state s as an actualization:

• assignment statement,

s0 = s[(x, v) 7→ (x, v 0 )]

• empty statement, a program does nothing,

that means: a state s is changed for a variable
x, which obtains a new value v 0 .
Execution of a statement S obviously
changes the content of a memory, i.e. it
changes a state. The objects of our category
are states and the morphisms are functions that
model change of states, i.e. the execution of
the statements. Such defined category defines
the semantics of a program as a composition
of morphisms that is called a path in the category of states. We can denote a morphism as
a function:
[[S]] : s → s0

• sequence of statements,
• conditional statement,
• loop statement.
Assignment statement x := e computes a
value of arithmetic expression e and assigns it
to the memory cell associated to variable x.
[[x := e]]s = s[(x, v) 7→ (x, [[e]]s)]
A value [[e]]s is computed as a value of arithmetic expression. The detailed semantics of expressions is defined in [7].
Empty statement skip does nothing and
it is represented as an identity morphism on a
given state.
[[skip]]s = s

where [[S]] denotes the semantics of a statement S. It is clear that a state is changed in
the case a variable in a statement achieves a
new value.
We can summarize that our category CState
of states has:

In the case a statement S = S1 ; S2 is a sequence of statements, the semantics is a composition of morphisms for both statements that
are executed one after the other:

• states of the program as category objects,
• execution of program statements as morphisms,

[[S]]s = [[S1 ; S2 ]]s = [[S2 ]]([[S1 ]]s)
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statements of a language and State for states.
All these types are sets [2]. We define a signature of state space

The function [[S1 ]]s returns a new state s0 and
then is computed the function [[S2 ]]s0 that returns a state s00 . The semantics of a sequence
of statements is a morphism (path) s → s00 .
Conditional
statement
if b then S1 else S2 firstly computes a
Boolean expression b in the state s that
specifies which branch is executed. Semantics
of conditional statement is defined as:
(

[[if b then S1 else S2 ]]s =

ΣState =
types : State, V ariable, V alue, Statm
opns : init :→ State
next : Statm, State → State
abort : Statm, State → State
which define two important operations, the destructors. The operation next gets a statement
in an actual state and returns a new state. The
operation abort serves for udefined new state,
e.g. if a loop is infinite, or a program has not
defined an initial value for a variable. The operation init is auxiliary, it provides an initial state
before an execution of a program starts.
Now we assign to the types and operations
from ΣState their representations. We associate
to the type V alue the set of integer numbers
together with an undefined value:

[[S1 ]]s, if (a)
[[S2 ]]s, if (b).

where
• (a) is a condition [[b]]s = true
• (b) is a condition [[b]]s = false
Loop statement while b do S also depends on
the value of a Boolean expression b. As long as
[[b]]s = true in an actual state, then the body
S of loop statement is executed. When [[b]]s =
false, the execution of the cycle ends. We have
to consider the situation when the condition is
always evaluated as true, which means that the
body of loop statement is executed infinitely:

Value = Z ∪ {⊥}.
The type V ariable is represented by a finite
set of program variables Var. The type State
is represented as a set State and it is our state
space. Each state s ∈ State is defined by a
function:
s : Var → Value

D : s0 → s1 → . . . si → si+1 → . . .
To deal with an infinite composition of morphisms in our category, we use the concept of
colimits [8, 11]. Then the semantics of infinite
loop is a colimit of the infinite composition D.
A colimit in this case is the terminal object, the
undefined state s⊥ . The denotational semantics of a program is a path, a composition of
morphisms defined above.

Assume a statement S and a state s. The representations of the operations next and abort
are as follows:
[[next]][[S]]s
=

0 = s[x 7→ [[e]]s]

s
if (a)




s
if (b)



0 ; S ]](s0 )


[[next]][[S
if
(c)
2

1

 [[next]][[S ]]s0
if (d)
2
=

[[next]][[S1 ]](s)
if (e)




[[next]][[S
]](s)
if (f)

2




[[next]][[S]];
while
b
do
S]]
if
(g)



[[abort]]s
otherwise

4. Coalgebraical Structural
Operational Semantics
Structural operational semantics (SOS) describes the execution of programs in detail and
models a program behavior [5]. Categorical
structure suitable for defining operational semantics is a coalgebra [4]. A coalgebra is a
pair (X, c), where X is a state space, c : X →
T (X) is a coalgebraic mapping, and T is a
polynomial endofunctor [6] over a category of
states.
Assume the types V ariable for variable
names, V alue for possible values, Statm for

where
• (a) stands for S = x := e;
• (b) stands for S = skip or
S = while b do S and [[b]]s = false;
• (c) stands for S = S1 ; S2 and
hS1 ; S2 , si ⇒ hS10 ; S2 , s0 i;
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5.1

• (d) stands for S = S1 ; S2 and
hS1 ; S2 , si ⇒ hS2 , s0 i;

Construction of Functor Q

First we define the functor Q from operational
semantics to denotational semantics. In general, this functor assigns to a state from DState
a state from CState :

• (e) stands for S = if b then S1
else S2 and [[b]]s = true;
• (f) stands for S = if b then S1
else S2 and [[b]]s = false;

Q(sDState ) = sCState

• (g) stands for S = while b do S and
[[b]]s = true.

and to a morphism in DState a morphism in
CState :
Q([[next]][[S]]) = [[S]]

The function [[abort]] we represent by

We define the functor Q for morphisms for
each statement in a language. To a morphism
from the DState category has to be assigned a
morphism from the CState category.
For the assignment statement, that is executed in one step, we investigate the domains
and codomains of the morphisms defining particular semantics of assignment statement:

[[abort]]s = s⊥ .
A category of states DState has as objects states
s as defined above and the morphisms are functions [[next]] and [[abort]]. The polynomial endofunctor T : DState → DState for our programming language is defined as:
T (State) = s⊥ + State

in DState :

Then the T -coalgebra is a pair

dom([[next]][[x := e]]) = s,
cod([[next]][[x := e]]) = s0 ,

(DState , ([[next]], [[abort]]))

in CState :

Each application of the functor T models one
step of program execution in the terms of structural operational semantics.

dom([[x := e]]) = s
cod([[x := e]]) = s0 .

5. Relationship between Semantic
Methods

It is clear that for assignment statement the
morphism [[next]] is mapped to the morphism
[[S]]
Q([[next]][[x : e]]) = [[x := e]]

In this section we show that both categorical semantical methods introduced above are equivalent. In the previous sections we constructed
the categories CState for denotational semantics
and DState for structural operational semantics.
Here we construct two functors

Empty statement is also executed in one
step, and the domain and codomain morphisms
in both categories are the same, i.e. they can
be mapped directly:
in DState :

Q : DState → CState
P : CState → DState

dom([[next]][[skip]]) = cod([[next]][[skip]]) = s,

and we show that their composition is an identity functor. Both categories DState and CState
have as objects all possible states. The category DState uses in defining structural semantics more objects than CState , because SOS defines semantics in detailed steps. The morphisms in these categories differ, because the
semantics is defined by different functions.

in CState :
dom([[skip]]) = cod([[skip]]) = s.
That means, the identity morphism in DState is
mapped to the identity morphism in CState
Q([[next]][[skip]]) = idsCState
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Let the CState and DState categories have
an initial state s. We have already stated that
a morphism for assignment statement in the
CState category saves the resulting value of the
expression e in a variable x in state s, afterwards
the program acquires a new state s’. With this
semantics the only possible result is the corresponding new state in both categories.

For sequence of statements S1 ; S2 , its operational semantics consists of several morphisms
[[next]]. Let n be a number of steps to execute
the statement S1 and m the number of steps to
execute the statement S2 . Then the execution
of the statement sequence is the composition:
n+m
i=1 [[next]][[S1 ; S2 ]]

The denotational semantics defines the meaning of statement sequence as a morphism
[[S1 ; S2 ]]. Assume that this sequence of statements starts its execution in a state s and finishes in a state s0 . We define the functor Q for
statement sequence as follows. In DState , we
map the n + m − 1 morphisms [[next]] to an
identity on sCState and the n + m-th morphism
[[next]] to the composition [[S1 ; S2 ]].
The morphisms for conditional statement
and loop statement are mapped by the functor Q in similar manner.
We should also consider the undefined
state, which is caused by infinite loop. From
each state there is morphism to the object representing the undefined state. Undefined state
s ⊥ from the category DState is displayed as
an undefined state of the CState category using
functor Q. The resulting s n state is displayed in
object s’ in CState category.
We have shown how all morphisms of DState
for operational semantics are mapped to the
morphisms in CState for denotational semantics
by the functor Q. This functor is illustrated in
Fig.1.

in CState :
dom([[x := e]]) = s
cod([[x := e]]) = s0
in DState :
dom([[next]][[x := e]]) = s
cod([[next]][[x := e]]) = s0 .
That means, the functor P :
P ([[x := e]]) = [[next]][[x := e]]

For the CState category and an arbitrary object s the result of the morphism for empty
statement is [[skip]]s = s. This morphism assigns the state s of the CState into DState category using the functor P. We can define
P ([[skip]]) = [[next]][[skip]]
For the sequence of statements [[S 1 ; S 2 ]]s
the result is the state s’ or s ⊥ . In denotational
semantics, the sequence of statements is perceived as the composition of morphisms, which
intermediate states are unknown, in SOS the
result is some state s n . We assign the resulting state s’ from category CState to state s n in
DState category.
If the sequence of statements is composed
from language commands that are executed in
one step S 1 ,S 2 ,...,S n−1 ,S n , then functor P assigns morphism:

5.2 Construction of Functor P
Now, we construct a functor P : CState →
DState from categorical denotational semantics
into a coalgebraic structural operational semantics:
P : CState → DState
The functor assigns to a state s CState in the category CState a state s DState in the category DState :

P([[S1 ;S2 ]]) =

P(s CState ) = s DState

n ([[next]][[S ]])
i
i=1

The remaining statements (conditional
statement and loop statement) are mapped by
the functor P in similar manner.

The functor P has to assign also to the morphisms from CState a morphism in DState category:
P([[S]]) = [[next]][[S]]
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Figure 1: Example of how functor Q displays its morphisms and states
5.3

is assigned to the initial state of the sequence.
This identical morphism is assigned back, domain to the initial state of the respective morphism, codomain to the final state of the morphism. The last morphism of DState is displayed
to the morphism of which the domain is the initial state for whole sequence and codomain to
the final state. CState category assigns its morphism to the composition of all intermediate
morphisms in DState .
In the case of remaining statements we can
reason in the similar manner. The second part,
we need to show is that the composition

Equivalence of Categorical Models

We have constructed the functor P from categorical denotational semantics into coalgebraic
structural operational semantics and the functor Q from structural operational semantics to
denotational semantics. We construct the composition of these functors and we have to discuss that such composition is an identity functor on the category DState :
P ◦ Q = IdDState
The composition P ◦ Q on objects returns
the same object

Q ◦ P = IdCState

(P ◦ Q)sDState = sDState .

is an identity functor on the category SState .
The process of reasoning is analogous and then
we can state that the composition of the functor P and Q is identity functor, i.e. the both semantical methods, categorical denotational semantics and coalgebraic operational semantics
are equivalent.

from construction of P and Q.
We investigate the morphisms and their
mapping by functors. For assignment statement and empty statement it is clear that
(P ◦ Q)([[next]][[x := e]]) = P ([[x := e]]) =
= [[next]][[x := e]]

6. Conclusion

(P ◦ Q)([[next]][[skip]]) = P ([[skip]]) =
= [[next]][[skip]]

This paper presents two categorical models for
two known semantical methods, denotational
semantics and structural operational semantics.
We introduced a simple programming language,
that is imperative. Then we defined categorical
model for denotational semantics in the frame
of the category CState of states, where execution

Sequence of statements makes a composition, so from category DState morphisms representing the first statement S 1 or intermediate (sub)statements will be assigned to identical morphism in C. The domain and codomain
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of statements is modeled by morphisms. The
following task was the definition of a coalgebraical model for operational semantics. In the
category DState we needed to define the execution of a statement in small (elementary) steps,
therefore we introduced the operation [[next]].
The composition of this operation depending
on the nature of a given statement defines the
behavior of execution.
The main contribution of our paper is the
construction of two functors, P and Q, between
these models. We proved that the composition of these functors is an identity functor on a
corresponding categorical model, what ensures
that these methods are equivalent. This paper
contains only principles how these results were
achieved.
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A Visualizing Tool for Graduate Course:
Semantics of Programming Languages
Steingartner, William; Perháč, Ján and Biliňski, Alexander

techniques are grounded in formal models of
system execution which are themselves rooted
in the formal semantics of the underlying programming languages.
We bring in this work a description of a software tool needed for teaching the course Semantics of programming languages. Teaching
young software experts in the field of formal
methods is quite a big challenge now. A lot
of formal methods require deep knowledge of
mathematical principles and interconnection or
association to other parts of theoretical computer science. Because semantics plays a crucial rôle in the field of formal methods, it is
usually part of a graduate or undergraduate curriculum. Students attending the course on Semantics learn the principles of reasoning about
programs, and they will be able to apply semantic methods to find critical places in programs
or to find a result of a program before real running it on a machine.
Semantic methods provide a meaning of
particular program constructs even of the whole
program. Using semantic methods students can
find out whether the program has correct behavior or whether it provides the final states
with expected results. On the other hand,
semantic methods can identify the situations
when the program cannot terminate correctly
(when it simply aborts or fails, roughly speaking
when it crashes) or they can help with solving
the semantic errors.
Our software tool is able to analyze input
source code in a model language Jane presented
in [16] or in [18]. By language Jane we mean
standard model (non-real) imperative language
which consists of all standard (universal) imperative constructs: assignment, empty step,
sequencing of statements, two-ways conditional
statement and loop statement (prefix logical cy-

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to describe a simple software tool that is used for
translation of a code written in model language
Jane into an inner code in JSON format. This
inner code is a base for visual simulation of the
semantics of a program given as input. Our
software tool represents a simulation of semantics method based on category theory – categorical denotational semantics. The purpose
of this software tool is to help students to understand an abstraction of categorical representation of denotational semantics of imperative
programming languages.
Index Terms: categorical semantics, compiler, Java programming language, learning
tool, visualizing tool

1. Introduction
ore and more, computer science makes

M use of formal models to aid the under-

standing of complex software systems and to
reason about their behavior. For purposes of
teaching, there are many useful software tools
that help to understand the formal background
of software development. All of these tools and
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2. Basic Aspects about Semantics of
Programming Languages

cle). In some publications, this language is referred to as language While [10]. Such kind of
model language is easy to understand and simply transformable to any real imperative programming language.
After reading a source, program realizes
standard lexical, syntax and semantic analysis.
During an analysis pass, the input code is analyzed and all variables are found. The program
provides results in visual form – a graph which
represents a path in the category of states.
Categorical representation of denotational
semantics, or simply categorical denotational
semantics was presented in [15, 17, 18]. This
method is very well-acceptable for students of
a graduate course on semantics and our tool
is ready to help students to figure out and to
understand how a program is modeled in the
mentioned semantic method.
Furthermore, the program provides also a
state table – a tabular representation of memory states during the program execution. By
state, we mean a mathematical abstraction of
memory, a snapshot of actual variables used by
the program. For the definition of state representation is reader referred e.g. to [10].
Our program can analyze the source, simulate the semantics of the program and draw
the correct output graph of an input program.
Moreover, it can provide an export of a drawn
graph into a file in some standard graphical formats, an export of a state table in text format,
and modifying and saving source code.
Language Jane can be extended with new
syntactic constructs, then also its semantics
must be extended and newly defined for its extensions. Our program is ready to be extended
for the new constructs in the grammar of Jane
and their semantic properties.
We present in Section 2 some basic aspects,
notions and introduction to the semantics of
programming languages and to language Jane.
In Section 3, which is the main part of this
paper, we present an implementation of our solution with some example. In Section 4, we
present a simple example of using our program.
The last section – Conclusion (Section 5) brings
the summary and some new plans in our future
work.

The semantics of programming languages is
taught as a graduate or undergraduate course.
During this course, students learn how selected semantic methods provide a result of
a given program and its behavior. Each semantic method uses precise semantic rules for
providing the meaning of particular program
constructs [6, 7]. Although a lot of semantic
methods are known, mostly the following ones
are taught: operational semantics [11], denotational semantics [13], algebraic [4] or axiomatic
semantics [5] (introduced also in [10]), and kind
of new experimental method – action semantics [9]. One of the new methods is categorical
denotational semantics – a method presented
in [18] which provides the meaning of program
constructs based on mathematical structures
defined in category theory.
2.1

Formal Semantics

In programming languages theory, semantics is
a field concerned with the rigorous mathematical study of the meaning of programming languages. Formal semantics is focused only on
providing the results of correct programs without considering the implementation details or
the technical (hardware) details of a concrete
machine on which the program is being executed. All those details are ignored. Formal semantics focuses on the relationship between an
input program and its meaning as the output,
correct program’s termination or on the reason
why the program cannot terminate correctly.
2.2

Categorical Denotational Semantics

Category theory [1, 2] is a theoretical framework
providing very useful properties for defining the
semantics. A category is a mathematical structure consisting of a class of objects and class
of morphisms, together with some other conditions (identity morphism for each object, composition of morphisms, associativity of composition).
There are known some approaches, like categories of arenas for game semantics or category of types for denotational semantics de-
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fined by J.-Y. Girard [3]. Our approach of
defining the denotational semantics in categorical structures models behavior of running program in such way that particular memory states
are separate objects of the category of states,
and mappings from state to state are category
morphisms. As an impact of this method, we
emphasize the graphical (visual) representation
where the executed program is modelled as a
path in category consisting of (possibly) more
states. Because of some definitions of a category in [1], we can consider a visual model of
a program as a graph where nodes (vertices)
are states and mappings are edges. Such visual model is easy to understand for reasoning
about program behavior. Similar approach on
visualization has been used in [14].

e ::= n | x | e + e | e − e | e ∗ e | (e) | . . .
b ::= true | false | ¬b | b ∧ b | e = e
| e ≤ e | (b) | . . .
Jane language is for simplicity implicitly
typed: arithmetic expressions are of integer
type and they can be assigned into variables.
Boolean values are of Boolean two-value type
(not a subtype of integer) and they can be used
only as transient expressions in conditional or
loop statement – they cannot be assigned to
variables nor stored in memory. For a deeper
description of Jane, the reader can access resources, e.g. [16] or [18].
3. Implementation of our Solution

2.3 Jane Programming Language

In this section, we describe our software solution: how our program is developed; and its
main functions.

For teaching the basic principles of programming languages, their syntax and semantics,
none of the concrete languages is suitable.
Each language is based on its own philosophy,
with some details that sometimes cannot be applied in other languages. From this point of
view, a need for some “universal” language is
required. There are some non-real languages
presented in the literature which are suitable
for teaching, explaining and observing the standard properties and behavior. One of those languages is well-known the so-called While example language, presented in [10]. We adopted
this language and we have been inspired by its
syntax. From the pedagogical reasons, we refer
to this language as Jane. This language contains a standard assignment of an expression
into a (possibly declared) variable, empty step,
sequencing of statements, two-ways conditional
statement and prefix loop statement. The basic
syntax of the Jane language is as follows:

3.1

An Input Code

Our software tool accepts an input code prepared in Jane language. Input code can be inserted manually or loaded from a file. Then,
the user can assign initial values to the variables manually. When starting the process of
program analysis, standard lexical, syntax and
semantic analysis are executed. If during the
analysis some lexical, syntax or semantic errors
are found, the program displays an error message with the description of the error. If the
program does not contain any error, then it is
ready for visualization. All program steps are
evaluated and prepared for final visual simulation as particular parts of final program graph
(path in category). In this section, we describe
our software solution: how our program is developed; and its main functions.

S ::= x := e | skip | S; S
| if b then S else S
| while b do S

3.2

Processing the Input Strings

After the analysis, usually, the phase of generating the code follows. Here, our program
provides also some kind of generating the output form: input program is transformed to inner representation understandable for visualizing module. Inner form of the input program

where S stands for a meta-variable, an element
of syntactic domain for well-structured statements, e and b represent well-structured arithmetic or Boolean expression, resp.:
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of a new value which is then stored into
a new actualized state;

is represented in JSON format. We also used
an XML format in some previous approaches
[8]. But JSON format seems to be more effective and shorter. Philosophy is, that any object
of the program (a statement, expression etc.)
has some pattern which represents a given object. As an example, we take the assignment
statement. A key that represents an assignment statement together with an expression (Rvalue) to be assigned are stored in JSON format
as follows:

• similarly, when the Boolean expression in
conditional or loop statement is found in
the JSON object, it is evaluated and its
Boolean value is stored under the appropriate key;
• based on values of conditions located in
conditional or loop statements, reading
of JSON object is tailored to those constructs.

{”assign” : ”x − y”}.

The main result of the program simulation
is then an object of states and variables located inside the states together with their values. This object is then used when simulator
handles the table of variables and states and
for the visualization.

Another example is when a statement to be
executed is located in some block, e.g. in a
conditional statement, in any of its branches.
In this case, statements are stored in an array.
JSON format allows putting more elements of
one key (more statements here) into one object,
e.g.

3.4

Drawing the Output

The visual output of the software tool is a graph
of nodes that represent the states and edges as
mappings among them. This graphical representation is considered also as a part of the
category of states. All parts of the graph are
drawn based on simulation steps and table of
variables.
The process of drawing the graph is active during the simulation of an input program.
During the simulation, the behavior of the program is followed. For example, when the condition is found, based on its value can simulator
continue by choosing the correct branch in a
conditional statement or to unfold the next iteration step in loop statement.
At the beginning of a simulation, a JSON
object with the program is posted to the simulation module. The JSON object is read in
particular steps and each step is after its evaluation drawn into output canvas. Particular
steps of a program stored in JSON object are
evaluated according to the semantic rules for
categorical denotational semantics (see [18]).
As it was mentioned, programs in Jane
contain mostly assignment statements which
change the memory states and in visual output, they are represented by simple oriented
edge (an arrow) between two nodes – states.
The other possible constructs are conditional

{”thenBlock” : [{”assign” : ”x − y”} ,
{”assign” : ”x + y”}]}.
Using this approach, program builds up the
whole program as a JSON object. When an
input program is translated, an inner form can
be used for any other purpose – for example for
simulation in another semantic method. If the
analysis of an input program finishes without
errors, then it is ready for simulation.
3.3 Simulation of Program Execution – the
Semantics of Program
When an input program is translated into JSON
format without errors, it can be visualized in
particular steps. In this phase, our software simulator works only with the inner form of input
converted to JSON format.
A simulation of program steps works as follows:
• the whole JSON object for the program
is read;
• all fields that represent assignments are
evaluated as changes of states (actualizations) – for every variable in expression
the last value from a state stored under
the appropriate key is used for calculation
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After assigning the initial state s0 into this
semantic function, the program after an analysis of an input and building up the JSON object
draws the visual output which represents the
following categorical expression of the semantic function given as a composition of particular
morphisms:

and loop statements. Both these constructs
are defined as functions that read their inner
blocks of instructions (steps) based on Boolean
expressions and they draw their particular steps
out. An empty statement can also be included
in the program, and it is drawn as an (endo-)
arrow over the one node.
A conditional statement is evaluated as follows: first, the Boolean expression is evaluated.
Then the correct sequence of statements is chosen according to the value of the condition.
Loop statement is evaluated as follows: its
inner block is repeated while the Boolean condition is true and every iteration is drawn as a
separate step. When the condition is false, an
evaluation of a loop is finished and one more
arrow connecting both outermost states of the
loop statements (the first and the last one) is
drawn to emphasize the semantics of the loop
statement. This new arrow represents the composition of all arrows inside the visualization of
a loop statement.

JP K =
(Jx := x − yK ◦ Jz := z + 1K)3 ◦ Jz := 0K
where the upper index represents (for simplicity) the number of iterations.
The (traditional) denotational semantics of
an input program is then:
JP Ks0 = s7 ,

and in categorical denotational semantics expressed as
JP K : s0 → s7 .
The particular steps during the program execution are in a state table depicted in Figure 1.

4. Example of Using the Software
Tool
As an example, we show how our software tool
is being used. Let’s take the following code for
computing the integer quotient and remainder
after division:
begin
z := 0;
while (y ≤ x) do (
z := z + 1;
x := x − y; )
end
Let the initial values in an initial state s0
be: s0 x = 17, s0 y = 5, or simply s0 =
[x 7→ 17, y 7→ 5] (see Figure 1).
The categorical denotational semantics of
the given program (denoted as P ) is expressed
as follows:

Figure 1: States during the program execution
(simulation)
The complete composition of morphisms
which represent a path in a category of states
is depicted in Figure 2.
The screen capture of the program window
with an input code, complete simulation and
state table is depicted in Figure 3.
After finishing the simulation, we obtain
correct results: quotient is 3 and modulus 2,
and the values are stored in the state s7 .

JP K =
Jwhile (y ≤ x) do (z := z + 1; x := x − y)K ◦
◦ Jz := 0K
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Figure 2: Composition of morphisms representing the path in category

Figure 3: Software simulation tool
5. Conclusion

dard imperative constructs. For this reason, we
use an example (toy) language Jane. Our application is developed as a standard compiler
transforming input source code to inner code
which serves for generating the output. In future, the application can be extended when a
new element is included in syntax and its semantics is defined. We plan to use this program in the teaching process as a software tool
for demonstrating the method and to integrate
it into a complex software package that is being developed for the course on Semantics. The
complex software package will contain tools for
the main semantics methods and it could be
also used for teaching using an OpenLab project
[12], the open laboratory project hosted by Department of Computers and Informatics at the
Technical University of Košice.

We presented in this work a software tool developed as teamwork mainly for the course on
Semantics of programming languages that is
taught at our university as a graduate course.
The course on Semantics is considered as one
of the main courses oriented to formal methods taught for young engineers and future ITexperts. This course covers more well-known
semantics methods, as natural, operational or
denotational semantics. On the other hand,
there exist also some methods that are considered as new or experimental, e.g. action
semantics. In our research, we developed a
method which is based on mathematical structures grounded in category theory. We could
say that this approach is another representation
of well-known denotational semantics. Furthermore, it provides a very easy representation of
the semantics of programs written with stan-
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Neighborhood-based Pseudo-canonical
Representation of Graphs
Fürst, Luka

size and prominence. Other types of networks
(computer networks, transportation networks,
electronic circuits, chemical structures, etc.)
might be less conspicuous and possibly not even
immediately recognized as networks, but that
does not make them any less vital for the modern human existence. The ever-increasing size
of networks compels us to design efficient data
structures and algorithms for their representation, analysis, and manipulation. Networks
can be straightforwardly represented by graphs:
graph vertices represent individual network entities, and graph edges represent connection between the entities. Therefore, to make it possible to process large networks, we have to focus
on developing efficient graph algorithms [5].
One of the most fundamental problems in
graph theory is the graph isomorphism problem, the goal of which is to determine whether
two graphs are isomorphic, i.e., have the same
structure. This problem has numerous applications: for example, in the domain of network analysis, it is completely natural to ask
whether a (sub)network is structurally equal to
another (sub)network; in chemistry, questions
of this type might be even more frequent. Interestingly, the graph isomorphism problem is
one of the very few members of the class GI ,
which is considered to lie between the complexity classes P and NP [8, 16]. To date, no algorithm has been discovered that solves every
instance of the problem in time proportional to
some polynomial over the graph size, although
Babai [1] proposed an algorithm that runs in
quasi-polynomial time.
The graph isomorphism problem would be
easy to solve if graphs could be efficiently represented by strings in such a way that a pair
of graphs would be isomorphic if and only if
their representations were equal. With the abil-

Abstract: A canonical representation of a
graph is a string that is invariant to the numbering of vertices. Therefore, two graphs have
the same canonical representation if and only if
they are isomorphic. However, constructing a
canonical representation is as hard as the graph
isomorphism problem itself, so it is worthy to
seek approximate solutions. In this paper, we
propose a polynomial-time algorithm for computing a pseudo-canonical representation of a
graph, a string with the property that the equality of strings implies isomorphism, whereas the
opposite implication is highly desirable but not
required. The algorithm renumbers the vertices based on their direct and indirect neighborhoods. In particular, it initially considers
only the immediate neighborhoods but then iteratively spreads the neighborhood data over
the entire graph, producing increasingly robust
vertex numberings and, in turn, graph representations. We applied the algorithm to artificial and real-world graphs. For a vast majority
(99.95 %) of undirected simple graphs with up
to 9 vertices, the string produced by our algorithm can be regarded as canonical, since it is
the same for all possible initial vertex numberings.
Index Terms: graph, isomorphism, symmetry, canonical representation, pseudo-canonical
representation, vertex numbering, graph invariant, adjacency matrix

1. Introduction
he importance of networks in today’s world

T can hardly be overstated. Social networks

such as Facebook or Twitter have had a profound impact on our personal, professional, and
political lives, and they continue to grow in
Manuscript received May 2019.
The author is affiliated with the Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia (e-mail: luka.fuerst@fri.uni-lj.si).
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the representation. In any case, it should be
possible to compute a pseudo-canonical representation in polynomial time; otherwise, there
would be no reason not to compute a true
canonical representation instead.
In this paper, we present a polynomial-time
algorithm that computes a pseudo-canonical
string for a given graph. The algorithm iteratively builds increasingly robust representations;
the longer it runs, the more likely it is that the
string constructed for the input graph is truly
canonical, i.e., completely insensitive to the initial numbering of graph vertices. However, as
we will see, there are graphs for which the algorithm never produces a numbering-invariant
string, regardless of how long it runs. In fact,
such graphs exist for any polynomial algorithm;
if they did not, that algorithm could be used
to compute graph isomorphism in polynomial
time.
We applied the proposed algorithm to a
complete set of connected undirected simple
graphs with up to 9 vertices. Out of 274 292
such graphs, only 133, or 0.05%, have the property that different initial numberings might lead
to different pseudo-canonical strings; for all the
rest, the pseudo-canonical strings produced by
the algorithm are invariant to the initial vertex
numbering. To compare the performance of our
algorithm with that of the canonical representation algorithm built into the Sage system,1
we applied both algorithms to a few real-world
graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, the algorithm itself, as well as its analysis and applications, may be regarded as an original contribution to science. In the research work
leading to this paper, we combined several
idea generation approaches [3]. The most important was probably Mendeleyevization: for
many problems that are unlikely to be solvable in polynomial time, researchers have invented at least one polynomial-time approximation method, but there appears to be none
in the case of computing canonical representations, at least for general graphs.
Our algorithm for computing a pseudocanonical representation is based on linearizing the adjacency matrix of the graph. As we

ity to build such a representation, the problem
of graph isomorphism could be solved simply
by transforming the given two graphs to their
respective strings and comparing the strings for
equality. As it has turned out, such a representation does exist: it is called a canonical representation [2, 6, 9, 14]. A canonical representation must be numbering-invariant, depending
only on the structure of the graph, not on the
numbering of vertices or edges. For a given
graph, an algorithm for producing a canonical
representation has to output the same string
regardless of how its vertices are numbered.
Canonical representations are especially
beneficial when multiple graphs have to be
compared with a single graph. An example of
such an application is the problem of enumerating all non-isomorphic subgraphs of a given
host graph [4, 10]. This problem can be solved
by enumerating all subgraphs and retaining only
those that are not isomorphic to any of the subgraphs discovered up to that point. Here, every
existing graph has to be compared with every
newly discovered one, so it certainly pays to
convert graphs to strings and compare strings
rather than graphs [12].
Canonical representations are perhaps most
widespread in chemistry. The SMILES notation is a string that uniquely determines a given
molecule [17]. Two molecules are isomorphic if
and only if they have equal SMILES strings.
Unfortunately, converting a graph to a
canonical representation is at least as hard as
finding the graph isomorphism itself. Indeed:
if a canonical representation could be computed in polynomial time, the graph isomorphism problem could be solved in polynomial
time as well, since a pair of strings can be
compared in linear time. In many applications,
however, a canonical representation need not
be ‘truly’ canonical. For instance, we may
stipulate that the equality of strings imply the
isomorphism of graphs but not necessarily the
other way around. If a representation satisfies
this requirement for every pair of graphs, it will
be called pseudo-canonical. However, while it
is not required that a pair of isomorphic graphs
convert to the same string, this property is still
desirable; the more often a pseudo-canonical
string uniquely represents a graph, the better

1
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pseudo-canonical representation could be easily adapted to cover directed graphs and graphs
with loops.
Without loss of generality, we will assume
that |V | = n and V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. A vertex
u will be called to be smaller (greater ) than
a vertex v if u < v (u > v). The set of all
neighbors of a vertex u will be labeled N (u),
i.e., N (u) = {v ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E}.
Graphs G and H are isomorphic (G ' H)
if there exists a bijective function h : G →
H that preserves both adjacencies and nonadjacencies, i.e., for each pair of vertices u, v ∈
VG we have (u, v) ∈ EG ⇐⇒ (h(u), h(v)) ∈
EH . Such a function h is called an isomorphism.
A string z ∗ (G) is a canonical representation
of a graph G if z ∗ (G) = z ∗ (H) ⇐⇒ G ' H
for each graph H. A string z(G) will be called
a pseudo-canonical representation of a graph G
if z(G) = z(H) =⇒ G ' H for each graph
H. In other words, graphs with the same string
z(.) have to be isomorphic, but the opposite is
not required, albeit, as we mentioned in introduction, highly desirable.
A sequence (vector) A = (a1 , . . . , as ) is lexicographically smaller than a sequence (vector)
B = (b1 , . . . , bt ) (denoted A ≺ B) if either of
the following is true:

will see, while such a representation is indeed
pseudo-canonical (equal strings imply isomorphic graphs), it is not particularly useful. It
is overly sensitive to the initial numbering of
vertices, so it is too often the case that isomorphic graphs are converted to different pseudocanonical strings. We therefore first renumber
the vertices in a robust way, so that the likelihood of different initial numberings leading to
different representations becomes significantly
lower. Our renumbering algorithm is based on
vertex neighborhoods. Initially, the vertices are
ordered and numbered by their degrees. In the
next step, the vertices having an equal degree
are ordered by the ordered sequences of their
neighbors’ numbers, etc. Sometimes, ties still
have to be broken artificially, although even in
this case the obtained representations are likely
to be robust to the initial numbering and can
therefore be used as a reliable indicator of isomorphisms.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the section Preliminaries, we define the terms that will be used throughout
the paper. In the section Constructing a
Pseudo-Canonical Representation, we
show how to construct a pseudo-canonical representation based on a given vertex numbering. In the section Algorithm, we present
an algorithm for renumbering the graph vertices so that the resulting pseudo-canonical
representation will be robust. In the section
Computational Complexity, we determine the algorithm’s computational complexity. The section Experimental Results
presents some experimental results, and the
section Conclusion brings our paper to a
conclusion.

• s < t and ai = bi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s};
• there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . ., min{s,
t}} such that ai < bi and aj = bj for all
j < i.
3. Constructing a Pseudo-Canonical
Representation
In this section, we show a general method for
constructing a pseudo-canonical representation
for a graph G = (V, E) with V = {1, . . . , n}.
First, for a pair of vertices u, v ∈ V such that
u < v, let

2. Preliminaries
A graph G is a pair (VG , EG ), where VG is the
set of vertices and EG ⊂ VG × VG is the set
of edges. We will write V and E instead of
VG and EG when the graph G is irrelevant
or known from context. For the sake of simplicity, we will restrict our discussion to simple
undirected graphs, i.e., (v, v) 6∈ E, (u, v) ∈
E ⇐⇒ (v, u) ∈ E for all u, v ∈ V . However, the proposed algorithm for computing a

(

s(u, v) =

1
0

if (u, v) ∈ E,
if (u, v) 6∈ E.

(1)

Now, for u ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, let
Su = su,u+1 su,u+2 . . . su,n ,
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(2)

and let

insensitive to different numberings of the vertices. For example, the graphs G1 and G2 in
Figure 1 are isomorphic, but we have seen that
they have different pseudo-canonical strings.
The presented representation thus fails to meet
our expectations; informally, a good representation should be numbering-invariant in a vast
majority of cases.
Our idea is as follows: before constructing
the pseudo-canonical string using the method
described in the section Constructing a
Pseudo-Canonical Representation, we
apply a robust renumbering algorithm. Ideally,
the algorithm should renumber the vertices of a
given graph in such a way that the representation defined by (3) remains the same regardless
of the initial numbering. Therefore, if a pair of
graphs differ only in the numbers of their vertices (in other words, if they are isomorphic),
the renumbering algorithm will ensure that the
pseudo-canonical strings defined by (3) will be
equal. The problem of finding a good pseudocanonical representation has thus been reduced
to the problem of a robust renumbering of the
vertices.
A robust renumbering algorithm should rely
on vertex properties that are independent of the
numbering of the vertices. Our algorithm relies
on the direct and indirect neighborhoods of individual vertices. Consider the graph in Figure
2. (The labels A, B, etc. are not the actual labels of the vertices; they only make referencing
easier. The graph is unlabeled.) In this graph,
the vertex E has a single neighbor, the vertex
D has three, and the vertices A, B, and C have
two neighbors each. Initially, the algorithm orders the vertices by increasing degree and thus
assigns the number 1 to the vertex E, the number 5 to the vertex D, and the number 2 to the
vertices A, B, and C, since they cannot be
distinguished at this point. Note that this assigment is completely independent of the initial
numbering of the vertices. To break ties, the algorithm gradually propagates the adjacency information over the entire graph. The vertices B
and C are both connected with a vertex that received the number 2 and a vertex that received
the number 5 in the previous step, whereas the
vertex A is connected with two vertices that
were given the number 2. Consequently, the

(3)

z(G) = S1 /S2 / . . . /Sn−1 .

For example, for graphs G1 and G2 in Figure
1, we have
z(G1 ) = 1100/010/10/1,
z(G2 ) = 0001/110/01/1.
1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

G1

1

G2

Figure 1: A pair of sample graphs.
Theorem 1. Given a graph G, the string
z(G) is a pseudo-canonical representation of
the graph G.
Proof. Let z(G) = a1 a2 . . . ak and z(H) =
b1 b2 . . . bl . We have to show that z(G) = z(H)
implies G ' H. Clearly, if z(G) = z(H),
then G and H have the same number of vertices; otherwise, it would not have been possible for both strings to have the same length.
Consequently, the separators / are located at
the same positions in both strings, and if ai ∈
{0, 1}, then ai and bi correspond to the same
pair (u, v) (with u < v) in both G and H.
From this it immediately follows that (u, v) ∈
EG ⇐⇒ (u, v) ∈ HG provided that u < v.
However, since the graphs are undirected, this
property holds for all pairs (u, v). Therefore,
the graphs G and H are isomorphic.
Meanwhile, for directed graphs with possible loops, the substrings Su would have to be
defined as Su = su,1 su,2 . . . su,n . It could be
easily shown that a string z(.) constructed from
such substrings Su is a pseudo-canonical representation. In either case, the pseudo-canonical
representation of a graph can be obtained by
linearizing its adjacency matrix.
4. Algorithm
Unfortunately, the pseudo-canonical representation defined by (3) is, by itself, far from being
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number and will be dealt with later.
If an invocation of the function Proceed
does not change the number of any vertex, we
have to modify at least one non-unique number
‘artificially’, or else we fall into an infinite loop.
The function BreakATie finds the smallest
number k ∗ such that there are at least two vertices having that number and builds a set W of
vertices with the number k ∗ . For all vertices in
W except the smallest, the function increases
the number by 1 and thus breaks the tie just
enough for the algorithm to continue.
Figure 3 illustrates the execution of the
robust numbering algorithm using the 6-cycle
graph as an example. At the beginning, all
vertices receive the number 1. The function
Proceed then computes the sequences T (.)
and finds out that all of them are equal to
h1, 1i, since each vertex has two vertices numbered 1 in its immediate neighborhood. To
break the tie, the function BreakATie sets
the number of the vertex A to 1 and the numbers of all other vertices in the tie to 2. The
vertex A has just received a unique number;
this number will therefore remain the same until the end. In the next call of the function
Proceed, we obtain T (B) = T (F ) = h1, 2i
and T (C) = T (D) = T (E) = h2, 2i. Consequently, the vertices B and F retain the number 2, but the vertices C, D, and E receive
the number 4. The process continues until every vertex has been assigned a unique number.
Note how the information about vertex neighborhoods, being strictly local at the beginning,
gradually spreads over the entire graph.

vertex A retains the number 2, whereas the vertices B and C both receive the number 3. The
process continues in a similar fashion. Since the
vertices B and C can never be distinguished,
the number of either can be changed to 4. In
this case, the resulting numbering is not completely invariant to the initial numbering, but
the pseudo-canonical string is the same regardless of which of B and C receives 3 and which
4. Therefore, all initial numberings give rise
to the same pseudo-canonical string, and that
string, in fact, meets the criteria to be called a
true canonical string.
A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2: A sample graph.
Algorithm 1 computes a robust vertex numbering for a given graph G. The entry point of
the algorithm is the function Main. At the beginning, the function assigns the number (id)
1 to all vertices. After that, the function enters
the main loop, which repeatedly calls the function Proceed and, if necessary, the function
BreakATie until every vertex has received a
unique number.
The function Proceed operates in a loop.
In the k-th iteration, it constructs a set W of
all vertices that were assigned the number k.
A singleton set |W | means that the sole vertex in W already has a unique number. In
this case, we take no further action; once the
number of a vertex becomes unique, that number will not change any more. In the opposite case, the function takes two steps: (1) for
each vertex w in W , it first builds a sequence
T0 composed of the numbers of the neighbors
of w and then sorts the sequence T0 , obtaining a sequence T (w); (2) it assigns a number
to each vertex w in the set W based on the
position of the sequence T (w) within a lexicographically ordered sequence of the sequences
T (w1 ), T (w2 ), . . . , T (w|W | ). The vertex with
the lexicographically smallest sequence T (.) receives the smallest number, etc. The vertices
having equal sequences T (.) obtain the same

5. Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the robust
vertex numbering algorithm can be estimated
by considering the following two observations:
Lemma 2. In each iteration of the function
Main, at least one vertex obtains its final number.
Proof. To begin with, note that a unique number is also final; once a vertex receives a unique
number, it will not change any more, since
the function Proceed processes only nonsingleton sets W . If the function Proceed re-
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Figure 3: The renumbering algorithm applied to the 6-cycle.

The function Proceed thus performs in time
O(n2 log n).

turns false, the function BreakATie assigns a
unique (and hence final) number to some vertex
in a set of vertices with equal non-unique numbers. Alternatively, if Proceed terminates
with result true, it has either assigned a unique
number to at least one vertex or increased the
numbers of at least one non-singleton set of
vertices. Although the numbers in this set are
not unique, at least one vertex from the set will
retain its number until the end.

By combining these observations, we readily
arrive at the following result:
Theorem 4. The time complexity of Algorithm
1 is O(n3 log n).
Proof. Since each iteration of the loop in the
function Main assigns a final number to at
least one vertex, the function performs at
most n iterations. Since each iteration takes
O(n2 log n) time, we can conclude that the robust vertex numbering algorithm runs in time
O(n3 log n).

Lemma 3. Each iteration of the function
Main runs in time O(n2 log n).
Proof. For each vertex w with a non-unique
number, the function Proceed lists its neighbors and sorts their numbers to obtain T (w).
Since there are at most n neighbors, this can
be achieved in time O(n log n) per vertex and
O(n2 log n) for the entire graph. The next
step, i.e., finding the position of the sequence
T (w) within the lexicographically ordered sequence of sequences T (1), T (2), . . . , T (n),
can be performed by sorting. Since each
of the sequences T (1), . . . , T (n) has O(n)
elements, sorting the sequence of these sequence takes O(n2 log n2 ) = O(n2 log n) time.

6. Experimental Results
Algorithm 1 renumbers the vertices of a given
graph G in such a way that the pseudocanonical string z(G) is likely to be the same regardless of the initial vertex numbering. Such a
string z(G) can thus be regarded as a canonical
representation for the graph G. To determine
whether Algorithm 1 gives rise to a numberinginvariant string z(G) for a given graph G, we
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run Algorithm 1 and build a string z(G) for
each of the n! possible initial numberings of the
graph vertices. If all resulting strings are equal,
the renumbering algorithm can be said to ‘work’
Algorithm 1 Robust renumbering of graph verfor the graph G, and the resulting string can be
tices.
considered to be a canonical representation for
1: function Main(G = (V, E))
G.
2:
for all v ∈ V do
As we already know, the function Main
3:
id(v) := 1
performs at most n iterations, but the n-th iter4:
end for
ation never changes any number. (For example,
5:
repeat
if the graph has two vertices, the first iteration
6:
changed := Proceed(G, id)
changes the number 1 to 2 for one of the ver7:
finished := (∀u, v ∈ V : id(u) 6= id(v)) tices, whereas the second only finds out that
8:
if ¬finished ∧ ¬changed then
both numbers are now unique.) If the algorithm
9:
BreakATie(G, id)
is terminated before the last iteration that ac10:
end if
tually changes something, the numbers of the
11:
until finished
vertices will not be unique, so we will have to
12:
return id
distinguish between vertices with equal num13: end function
bers. It makes sense to update the numbers
14: function Proceed(G = (V, E), id)
of those vertices so that their order matches
15:
id 0 := id
the initial vertex numbering. For example, if
16:
for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |V |} do
the algorithm running on the 6-cycle (Figure
17:
W := Peers(V, id 0 , k)
3) were stopped upon obtaining the numbering
18:
if |W | > 1 then
{A 7→ 1, B 7→ 2, C 7→ 4, D 7→ 4, E 7→ 4,
19:
for all w ∈ W do
F 7→ 2}, that numbering would be updated to
20:
T0 := hid 0 (w0 ) | w0 ∈ N (w)i
{A 7→ 1, B 7→ 2, C 7→ 4, D 7→ 5, E 7→ 6,
21:
T (w) := Sort(T0 )
F 7→ 3}.
22:
end for
We will call a graph i-canonicalizable if
23:
for all w ∈ W do
for all n! initial vertex numberings, all of the
24:
P := {w0 ∈ W | T (w0 ) ≺ T (w)} numberings obtained after running the func25:
id(w) := |P | + 1
tion Main for i iterations give rise to the
26:
end for
same pseudo-canonical string z(G).
Con27:
end if
versely, if there are at least two initial num28:
end for
berings leading to at least two distinct strings
29:
return (id 6= id 0 )
z(G) after performing i iterations of the func30: end function
tion Main, the graph will be called non-icanonicalizable. A graph is canonicalizable if
31: function BreakATie(G = (V, E), id)
it is n-canonicalizable and non-canonicalizable
32:
k ∗ := min{k | |Peers(V, id, k)| > 1}
∗
if it is non-n-canonicalizable. The fact that the
33:
W := Peers(V, id, k )
numbering algorithm is polynomial implies the
34:
for all w ∈ W \ {min(W )} do
existence of non-canonicalizable graphs; if such
35:
id(w) := id(w) + 1
graphs did not exist, Algorithm 1 could be used
36:
end for
to solve the graph isomorphism problem in poly37: end function
nomial time. However, as we shall see, such
38: function Peers(V , id, k)
graphs are rare.
39:
return {v ∈ V | id(v) = k}
We tested our algorithm using the entire
40: end function
set of simple undirected graphs with up to
9 vertices. Let Gn denote the set of simple
undirected graphs with n vertices. For each
n ∈ {2, . . . , 9} and i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, Table
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A
B
C

The results of the experimental validation
of our approach are gathered in Table 2. In addition to time consumption in milliseconds (tPC
for Algorithm 1 and tC for the canonicalization
algorithm in the Sage system), we also show
the number of iterations (N ) of the loop in the
function Main. As expected, the polynomialtime renumbering algorithm was almost in all
cases faster than the worst-case exponential algorithm in Sage. The only exception was the
(fairly dense) graph Advogato; however, to answer the question why, in this particular case,
our algorithm takes more time than the one in
Sage would require a more thorough investigation. Because of a large number of vertices
and enormous number of possible initial vertex numberings, it is untractable to determine
whether the computed pseudo-canonical strings
can be regarded as canonical representations,
although, after trying out numerous random
permutations, it appears likely to be so.

D
E
F
G

Figure 4: The graph G∗ : the smallest noncanonicalizable graph.

1 shows the number of non-i-canonicalizable
graphs within the set Gn . The graph G∗ in Figure 4 is the smallest non-canonicalizable graph
and the only such member of the set G7 . For example, the initial numbering {A 7→ 1, B 7→ 2,
C 7→ 3, D 7→ 4, E 7→ 5, F 7→ 6, G 7→ 7}
results in the final numbering {A 7→ 1, B 7→ 6,
C 7→ 7, D 7→ 2, E 7→ 4, F 7→ 3, G 7→ 5}
and, in turn, in the pseudo-canonical string
111100/10011/0011/111/11/0, while the initial numbering {A 7→ 2, B 7→ 3, C 7→ 4,
D 7→ 1, E 7→ 5, F 7→ 6, G 7→ 7} leads to the
numbering {A 7→ 1, B 7→ 3, C 7→ 4, D 7→ 5,
E 7→ 6, F 7→ 2, G 7→ 7} and the representation 111100/11100/0011/011/11/1. As we
can see, the graph G∗ is regular; all vertices
have the same degree. Unsurprisingly, regular graphs pose the greatest challenge to the
renumbering algorithm.
In another set of experiments, we built
pseudo-canonical strings for selected real-world
graphs from the datasets KONECT [11] and
SNAP [13]. In the pre-processing stage, we removed all vertex labels, changed directed edges
to undirected, removed loops, and turned every
occurrence of multiple edges between the same
pair of vertices into a single edge. This time,
we were interested in the performance of our
renumbering algorithm rather than the canonicalizability of individual graphs. In particular,
we compared the performance of Algorithm 1
with the algorithm for computing true canonical
strings that is part of the Sage system. Algorithm 1 was implemented in the C programming
language. All experiments were carried out on a
computer with a 8-core Intel Core i7-3770 processor operating at a clock rate of 3,40 GHz.

7. Conclusion
We introduced a method for constructing a
pseudo-canonical representation of a graph.
The method is based on an algorithm for
renumbering the graph vertices in a manner
that is robust to the initial numbering of the
vertices. Initially, the vertices are all assigned
number 1. Subsequently, in each iteration, the
ties are broken by sorting the vertices in the order of increasingly ordered sequences of their
neighbors’ numbers. If no tie is broken in this
way, one vertex in a group of equally numbered
vertices retains its number, but all others in the
same group are assigned a number higher by 1.
The initially strictly local neighborhood data
thus iteratively propagate through the graph.
Since each iteration of the algorithm assigns a
final number to at least one vertex, the algorithm runs for at most n iterations, with each
iteration taking time O(n2 log n) owing to sorting O(n) sequences of size O(n).
The numbering produced by the renumbering algorithm immediately gives rise to
a pseudo-canonical string (if two strings are
equal, the corresponding graphs are isomorphic but not necessarily the other way around).
However, in many cases, as shown by the exper-
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Table 1: The number of non-i-canonicalizable simple undirected graphs with n vertices.
i
n

|Gn |

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
6
21
112
853
11 117
262 180

0
0
2
12
88
781
10 873
260 105

0
1
7
52
427
6032
145 392

0
3
27
235
2780
44 952

0
7
89
1164
16 295

0
20
319
4691

1
52
899

19
201

113

Table 2: Results on real-world graphs.
Graph
Les Misérables
David Copperfield
Jazz
US Power Grid
Advogato
ca-HepTh
ca-CondMat

|V |

|E|

tPC

tC

N

77
112
198
4941
6541
9877
23 133

254
425
2742
6594
39 285
25 973
93 439

1,8
0,7
4,5
32 700
230 000
615 000
9 220 000

8,8
5,6
16,9
58 700
124 000
1 450 000
23 700 000

28
5
10
481
2013
2266
5999

rial how we number the vertices; the pseudocanonical string will be the same for all 6! vertex numberings. Regarding the graph C6 (Figure 3), there are fewer degrees of freedom; to
keep the pseudo-canonical string fixed, only the
numbers of the vertices A, C, and E can be
freely permuted, whereas the numbering of the
vertices B, D, and F has to ‘follow’ the numbering of the other three (or vice versa). This
concept is closely related to that of exploratory
equivalence [15, 7]. It is thus worthy to determine the exact relationship between the two
concepts and to investigate if and how one
could benefit another.

iments, the pseudo-canonical string is invariant
to the initial numbering of the vertices and can
be regarded as a canonical representation (two
strings are equal if and only if the corresponding graphs are isomorphic). In particular, out
of 274 292 simple undirected graphs with up to
9 vertices, only for 133 it holds that there are
at least two initial numberings that give rise to
distinct pseudo-canonical strings.
Our approach to building pseudo-canonical
strings is related to graph symmetries. For instance, in the fully symmetric graph K6 (the
complete graph on 6 vertices), it is immate-
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Graph Covering and Subgraph Problems
Gabrovšek, Peter and Mihelič, Jurij

For each problem, we first present its formal definition and give its hardness of solving.
Afterward, we also list several exact, heuristic
and approximation algorithms for solving it.
Our survey methodology is as follows. First
we investigated definitions in several generic
sources such as online compendiums1 , encyclopedias2 and books [1, 13, 14]. Afterward, we
searched for the research papers on the focused
graph problems using Google scholar. Our goal
was to supplement each problem with references to exact, heuristics and approximation
algorithms. Moreover, we also supplemented
our descriptions with real-world applications.
Finally, we also collected a list of reductions
among the selected problems.
Let us present a few basic notions used in
the rest of the paper. An undirected graph G =
(V, E) consist of a set of vertices V and a set
of edges E ⊆ V × V . We also use n = |V | for
the number of vertices in the graph and m =
|E| for the number of edges in the graph. An
example of a graph is shown in Figure 1.

Abstract: Combinatorial optimization problems and graph theory play an important role in
several fields including logistics, artificial intelligence, software engineering, etc. In this paper, we explore a subset of combinatorial graph
problems which we placed into two groups,
namely, graph covering and subgraph problems.
Here, the former include well-known dominating set and vertex cover problem, and the latter include clique and independent set problem. For each problem we give its definition,
report state-of-the-art exact algorithms as well
as heuristic and approximation algorithms, and
list real-world applications if we were able to
obtain any. At the end of the paper, we also
relate the problems among each other.
Index Terms: combinatorial optimization,
graph covering, subgraph problems, exact algorithms, approximation algorithms

1. Introduction
raphs are often used by computer scientists and other researchers for modeling
various problems from practice. In particular,
one can find them in areas such as social network analysis, wireless networks, gaming industry, advertising, bioinformatics [8, 26, 23, 27].
In this paper, we review several popular
graph problems and their variants. We include
covering problems where the goal is to select
either a subset of vertices or edges of the graph
in order to ”cover” the whole graph. Additionally, we also include problems, sometimes called
subgraph problems, where the goal is to either
select such a subset of vertices or edges of the
graph that all the selected objects are either adjacent or not-adjacent to each other. We also
discuss various relations among the problems.

G

Figure 1: An example of a graph
To describe the asymptotic complexity of
algorithms a well-known Oh-notation is used.
We write f (n) = O(g(n)) and say that a function f (n) is bounded from above by g(n) when
there exists two constants c > 0 and n0 > 0
such that for all n > n0 it holds that
|f (n)| ≤ c · |g(n)|.
For exponential time algorithms we oftentimes
also use the O∗ notation, which is defined as

Manuscript received May, 2019.
The authors are with the Faculty of Computer and
Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
(e-mail: peter.gabrovsek@fri.uni-lj.si).

O∗ (cn ) = O(cn · poly(n)),
1
2
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where poly(n) in a polynomial in n. This notation allows us to ignore the polynomial factor
in the overall exponential time complexity.
In the paper, we also mention several
polynomial-time approximation algorithms. A
problem may exhibit an approximation algorithm that guarantees a constant approximation
ratio. We also say that such problems belong
to the class APX (”approximable”) [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe and analyze
graph covering problems. Afterward, in section
3 we describe and analyze subgraph problems.
In section 4 we summarize the paper by showing
several relations among the problems described
in the paper. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 5.

A dominating set of a graph G = (V, E) is a
subset S ⊆ V such that every vertex in V is
either in S or is adjacent to at least one vertex
of S, i.e.
∀v ∈ V \ S ∃(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ S
We also say that vertices of D cover (or dominate) vertices of the graph. An example of a
dominating set is shown in Figure 2. Here the
vertices marked with red cover all vertices of
the given graph.

Figure 2: An example of a dominating set

2. Graph Covering Problems

A minimum dominating set of a graph is
a dominating set with the smallest number of
vertices. The size of such minimum dominating
set is oftentimes called domination number and
is denoted with γ(G). The problem of finding
a minimum dominating set is N P-hard [14].
Several variants of the problem exist. For
example, a connected dominating set is a dominating set that is also a connected component.
A minimum connected dominating set is equivalent to a maximum leaf spanning tree, where
the goal is to find a spanning tree in a graph
with the highest number of leaves [1].
Various dominating set problems appear in
social networks, mobile networks, sensor networks [23, 15], etc. Dominating sets algorithms
can also be used to solve other combinatorial
optimization problems, for example, k-center
problem [21].

what covers

In this section, we focus on graph covering
problems where the task is to select some objects, i.e., either vertices or edges, in such a
way that the selected objects cover the whole
graph, i.e., either all vertices or all edges of the
graph. For both objects that are covering and
objects that are covered, we have two possibilities, thus altogether we have four different
covering problems presented in Table 1.

S⊆V
S⊆E

Dominating Set Problem

what is covered
V
E
dominating
vertex
set
cover
edge
edge
dominating
cover
set

Table 1: Graph covering problems
In particular, the problems are

Algorithms. An exact algorithm, which finds
a minimum dominating set by exhaustively enumerating all vertex subsets, has a computational time complexity of O∗ (2n ).
If we tackle the problem with basic use of
Measure and Conquer method the running time
improves to O∗ (1.5259n ) [13]. The fastest algorithm we were able to find has a running time
of O∗ (1.4969n ) [25] and also uses a Measure
and Conquer method with additional edge case
analysis and optimization techniques.

• dominating set: vertices cover vertices,
• vertex cover: vertices cover edges,
• edge cover: edges cover vertices, and
• edge dominating set: edges cover edges.
In the rest of this section, we explore each of
the above-listed problems.
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of antipodal points, we can
 achievethe approx-

Minimum dominating set problem is in not
the class AP X which means that the problem
does not have an approximation algorithm with
a constant approximation guarantee. In particular, the quality depends on the problem size
[16] and is approximable within the factor of
1 + log n.

imation factor of 2 − Θ √

1
log(n)

[17]. For

other algorithms see also [20, 21].
2.3

Edge Cover Problem

An edge cover of a graph G = (V, E) is a set of
edges C such that each vertex in G is incident
with at least one edge in C, i.e., ∀v ∈ V, ∃e ∈
E, v ∈ e. An example of the edge cover is
shown in Figure 4.

2.2 Vertex Cover Problem
A vertex cover of a graph G = (V, E) is a
subset S ⊆ V such that at least one endpoint
of each edge is in S, i.e., u ∈ S ∨ v ∈ S for
all (u, v) ∈ E. An example of a vertex cover is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4: An example of an edge cover
A minimum edge cover of a graph is an edge
cover with the smallest amount of edges possible. The edge covering number ρ(G) is the
size of the minimum edge cover.

Figure 3: An example of a vertex cover
In the minimum vertex cover problem, the
goal is to find a vertex cover with the smallest number of vertices. The size of such set is
called vertex cover number and denoted with
τ (G).
The vertex cover problem has been used for
sequence alignment in biology and biochemistry
[3].

Algorithms. The smallest edge cover of a
graph can be found in polynomial time [18].
At first, we find a maximal matching which we
then greedily extend to the solution. Thus the
computational complexity of such an algorithm
is O(n2 m).
2.4

Algorithms. A trivial exact algorithm finds a
minimum vertex cover by exhaustive enumeration. It checks whether a vertex has to be in
the solution or not. The computational time
complexity of this approach is O∗ (2n ).
The vertex cover is one of the most popular fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) problems.
Currently the best FPT algorithm finds a minimum vertex cover in O(1.28k + k · n) time,
where k represents the size of the solution, i.e.,
k = |S| [4].
Unlike dominating set, vertex cover is in the
APX class, which means that constant-factor
approximation algorithms exist for the problem.
A simple greedy algorithm based on maximal
matching guarantees an approximation factor
of 2. Vertex cover cannot be approximated
within a factor lower than 1.36 for arbitrary
graphs [6]. By using semidefinite-programming
formulation of vertex cover with the addition

Edge Dominating Set Problem

An edge dominating set of a graph G = (V, E)
is a subset D ⊆ E such that every edge not in
D is adjacent to at least one edge in D, i.e.,
∀(u, v) ∈ E ∃w ∈ V : (u, w) ∈ E ∨(v, w) ∈ E.
An example of edge dominating set is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: An example of an edge dominating
set
A minimum edge dominating set is an edge
dominating set of the smallest size. The size of
the minimum edge dominating set is denoted
with β(G).
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Algorithms. A trivial exact algorithm for
edge dominating set has a computational time
complexity of O(2m m). It converts the graph
to its line graph and calculates a minimum dominating set on it. A line graph is a graph where
on one hand vertices represent edges of the original graph, but on the other hand, the edges
represent which edges in the original graph are
adjacent. The best known exact algorithm uses
Measure and Conquer method and has a time
complexity of O(1.3160n n) [28].
A simple approximation algorithm ensures
an approximation factor of 2: find any maximal
matching. Edge dominating set cannot be approximated by a factor lower than 7/6, but an
algorithm with an approximation factor of 3/2
exists [5].

Figure 6: An example of an independent set
Algorithms. An exhaustive enumeration algorithm uses a naive brute force to examine every possible vertex subset and checks whether
it is an independent set or not and has a computational time complexity of O(n2 2n ).
There exists a simple algorithm that uses a
Measure and Conquer method with computational time complexity of O(1.2210n ) [12]. The
fastest algorithm we were able to find has a
time complexity of O(1.1996n ) and polynomial
space [29] which also uses a Measure and Conquer method.
The maximum independent set problem
does not have a polynomial algorithm which
would produce a solution with a constant approximation ratio. Although the problem is not
constant approximable it is approximable within
n
[1].
(log n)2

3. Subgraph Problems

co
nn

ec

tiv
i

ty

In this section we consider subgraph problems
which are listed in table 2. These problems primarily search for the maximum subset of either
vertices or edges, depending on the problem.

D
C

what is in solution
V
E
independent
matching
set
edge
clique
clique

3.2

Matching Problem

A matching (also called independent edge set)
of a graph is a subset of edges without common
endpoints. An example is shown in Figure 7.
The minimum maximal matching problem
searches for the smallest matching in a graph
that cannot be increased. We know other problems on matching, like maximal matching, perfect matching, etc., but they can be usually
calculated in polynomial time or they apply on
special cases of graphs so we will not consider
them in this paper.

Table 2: Properties of subgraph problems. In
the connectivity dimension C means connected,
D means disconnected
3.1 Independent Set Problem
An independent set of a graph [13] (also called
stable set, coclique or anticlique) is a subset
C ⊆ V of vertices in a graph, no two of which
are adjacent, i.e.,
∀u, v ∈ C : (u, v) 6∈ E.

Figure 7: An example of a matching

An example of an independent set is shown in
Figure 6.
The goal of the maximum independent set
problem is to find an independent set of the
largest size possible. The independence number α(G) represents the size of the maximum
independent set on G.

Algorithms. The naive algorithm for minimum maximal matching has a computational
time complexity of O(2n k), enumerates all
maximal matchings, and chooses the one of
minimum size.
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Minimum maximal matching is approximable within the factor of 2. If we consider a solution size there exists an algorithm
which has a computational time complexity of
O∗ (2.61813k ) [10]. On the other hand, an algorithm that considered the size of the input
and uses Branch & Reduce has a computational
complexity of O(1.4082n ) [11].

A edge clique is a set of edges in which
every edge is adjacent to another edge in edge
clique An example of an edge clique is shown
in Figure 9. An edge clique is either a star or a
triangle.
Maximum edge clique problem searches for
the largest edge clique, i.e., a subset of edges
that contain a vertex of the highest degree or
they form a triangle.

3.3 Clique Problem
A clique of a graph is a C ⊆ V subset of vertices such that every two distinct vertices in the
clique are adjacent, i.e.,
Figure 9: An example of an edge clique

∀u, v ∈ C : (u, v) ∈ E.
An example of clique is shown in Figure 8.
Maximum clique is the largest subgraph of
fully connected vertices. The size of the maximum clique is denoted by ω(G).
Clique problem has a lot of applications in
the real world. Cliques are used in social networks [7, 19], bioinformatics [2, 24], chemistry
[22], etc.

Algorithms. An exact algorithm for edge
clique is trivial and runs in linear time O(n).
We have to find a vertex v of the highest degree and the solution are the edges incident to
the vertex v.
4. Relations Among Problems
In this section, we discuss various interesting
relations among the problems presented in this
paper. See also Figure 10 for the graph of problem relations, where each node contains a problem and a labeled edge represents the relation.
The relations among problems are as explained
in the next list.

Figure 8: An example of a clique
Algorithms. Exhaustive enumeration algorithm checks all the combinations of vertices if
they construct a clique and has a computational
time complexity of O(2n ). Currently, the bestknown algorithm that runs in O(1.888n ) uses
a combination of analysis of local structures,
independent set, and dynamic programming.
A clique problem cannot be approximated
within the approximation ratio of a constant
factor. This means that a clique problem does
not belong to AP X class. Although it is not
constant
approximable
it is approximable within


Ω
3.4



2
log n
log log n

1. A dominating set in line graph L(G) corresponds to an edge dominating set in G
[14].
2. An independent set is also a dominating
set if and only if it is a maximal independent set.
3. An independent set of a graph G corresponds to a clique of the graph’s complement G.

and polynomial time [9].

4. A set of vertices is a vertex cover if and
only if its complement is an independent
set [14].

Edge Clique Problem

5. Endpoints of any maximal matching are
vertex cover [14].

For the completeness of Table 2 we also consider edge clique problem which has not been
formally defined as such.
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Edge Dominating Set

Dominating Set

1

2

Edge Cover

Independent Set

7

8

6

Matching

3

Clique

4

5

Vertex Cover

Figure 10: Relations among considered problems. Problems in red are graph covering problems,
problems in blue are subgraph problems.
We believe that such a survey gives a nice introduction into the field of combinatorial graph
problems.

6. An independent set in line graph L(G)
corresponds to a matching in G.
7. Size of minimum maximal matching is
equal to the size of the minimum edge
dominating set.
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8. A perfect matching (if it exists) is a minimum edge cover.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we surveyed several related combinatorial problems form the field of graph theory.
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Construction of Stable Mesh Using
Self-Assembly Chains
Brodnik, Andrej and Režonja, Sandi

a desired nanostructure. Particularly appealing
are simple linear chain-like structures that selfassemble. An example of such self-assembly is
presented in [1] where the chain structure automatically assembles into a tetrahedron.
Originally the first choice to form chains
was to use DNA molecules [2, 3, 4], however the
construction of chains is not limited to DNA,
but can also involve other molecules such as
peptides. Recently additional interest in use of
peptides was raised by the study of so called
coiled-coil structures (e.g. [5, 6, 7]). Moreover
by extending the set of possible chain links in
[8] the coiled-coil structures became even more
practical.
One can form a number of topologically
different nanostructures. For example in [9]
authors describe how to form besides a tetrahedron also a four-sided pyramid and triangular prism first theoretically and later also experimentally. Another example is [10], where
authors study a possibility of self-assembly of
cages. For this reason they describe how to assemble spheres and later hexagonal networks.
In this contribution we would like to create
a plane, that is a planar quadrilateral mesh.
Moreover we want to use simple k-link chains
which will self assemble unambiguously into
such a mesh.
In the next section we give the basic definitions which are followed by the definition of an
interaction matrix and estimation of the number of different matrices. The subsequent sections first present the recursive algorithm that
checks if chains defined through an interaction
matrix unambiguously form a stable mesh and
then we give some practical results.

Abstract: We study the problem of unique
and stable self-assembling mesh nanostructure
from short chains of molecules.
Although
the motivation comes from coiled-coil protein
molecules, our results are applicable also to
other molecules like DNA. We abstract the
problem to a more general problem of periodic
stable and non-ambiguous embedding of n klink chains into a mesh. The interaction between the individual chain links is defined by
an interaction matrix M . In the paper we first
bound the number of different interaction matrices and then design an algorithm to check
whether the set of chains defined by the matrix M uniquely and stably self-assemble into a
mesh structure. Our experimental results show
that for k = 2 and n = 4 there is no such embedding.
Index Terms: origami, chains, nanostructures, molecular structures, self-assembly, embedding, mesh

1. Introduction
anostructures have potential use in
fields including biomedicine,
chemistry, molecular electronics, tissue engineering, material science and others. Therefore a simple and cost effective production of
nanustructures is in high demand. A possible
way to produce the nanostructure is to use simpler molecules that automatically assemble into
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a mesh. For example, consider the very central
vertex and its four neighbours: N, E, S, and W.
Take any of them and observe that it is connected to the other three through the chains.
For example, the red chain connects W and S,
while one instance of the blue chain connects
N and W and the other S and E. Finally, the N
and E are connected via both blue instances and
the bottom left red instance of a chain. This
connection is particularly important as it binds
an otherwise broken direct connection between
N and E.

2. Notation and Definitions
We will introduce notation and definitions
through simple examples by appropriate abstraction. First, in Figure 1 is presented a part

3. Interaction Matrix
Individual chain links can interact or not. The
interaction means that they bind and can be
jointly embedded in a horizontal or vertical
mesh segment. For example in on the top vertical segment in the centre of Figure 1 red link
11 and blue link 14 interact. Furthermore, the
chains in Figure 1 have an orientation which is
denoted with the arrows. It turns out, that in
this case all links interact if they have the same
(positive) orientation, which does not need to
be the case always.
In general, we can define an interaction matrix M of size 2nk × 2nk describing an interaction between individual chain links (value 1) or
a lack of it (value 0). The factor 2 in the size
is there because we have to consider both link
orientations. The matrix M is symmetric.
It is left to the reader to verify that the
following interaction matrix defines the chains
in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Quadrilateral mesh made of two
chains.
of infinite quadrilateral mesh consisting of periodically repeating instances of blue and red
chains. In general we consider n chains with
links vi = vi,1 vi,2 ...vi,k (i = 1..n). Besides individual links have also orientation either vi,j or
−vi,j . In this paper we will limit ourselves to
n = 2 k = 4-link chains, although the results
can be generalized to an arbitrary n and k.
Each of chains appears in several instances
that are embedded in a mesh. We will later
require additional properties for embedding
(uniqueness and non-ambiguity), which permit
us to study only periodic embeddings. On
the other hand the periodic embedding permits
us to consider only limited size mesh of size
2r × 2r.
The embedding of chains in Figure 1 is stable, because:
• every horizontal and vertical section is
covered by exactly two chain links; and
• at no vertex t there exists a partition of
its neighbors into two subsets that are not
connected through one of the chains.
If the first property is trivial, the second one
guarantees that there will appear no holes in
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The rows and columns are labeled v1,1 ...v1,4 ,
v2,1 ...v2,4 , −v1,1 ... − v1,4 , and −v2,1 ... − v2,4 .
from top to bottom and from left to right respectively.

in Figure 2 where blue and red are instances of

4. Generating Interaction Matrices
Since an interaction matrix fully describes interactions between chain links it also defines
how they will embed in the quadrilateral mesh.
Consequently, we will have to generate all feasible matrices and for each one check whether
it yields a valid embedding. The trivial time
complexity of the process is O(µ(nk)f (n, k)),
where µ(nk) denotes the number of feasible interaction matrices and f (n, k) time to verify
whether n k-link chains properly embed in a
mesh. In this section we will estimate the number of feasible matrices. A matrix is feasible if
it generates chain structures that can be stably
and unambiguously embedded in a quadrilateral mesh.
In the most trivial solution we could generate every possible matrix and check if it generates the required chains. However, as we will
show it is easy to put additional restrictions
on matrix generation to avoid disallowed chain
structures. We conclude the section with a brief
description of the matrix generation algorithm
and estimation on the upper bound number of
feasible matrices.
4.1

Figure 2: Since M2,2 = 1 we can generate either left or right embedding.
the same chain, with M2,2 = 1. Consequently
we can generate either a left or right embedding, which leads us to ambiguity.
We state the last two properties for case
n = 2, although they can be generalized to
general n. In the previous section we defined
the stability property which ensures that the
embedding does not permit holes in the mesh
or even breaking into pieces – i.e. if there is
no interaction between links of chains v1 and
v2 , the embedding will fall apart. Finally, one
can always invert the orientation of chains and
appropriately change entries in M .

Necessary Properties

First observe, that the interaction matrix M
is a permutation matrix because each row contains exactly one 1. Would it contain none, this
link would not interact with any other link, and
would there be two ones the link could interact with two other links introducing an ambiguity. Next, M is also symmetric (Mi,j = Mj,i ),
because the interaction between links is mutual and finally the interaction also remains unchanged if we invert orientation in both links
Mi,j = Mj,i = Mi,j = Mj,i , where i is the index of the inverted link. It is easy to verify that
i = (i + nk) mod 2nk. Informally, vi = −vi .
Furthermore, the diagonal elements have to
be 0, as if Mi,i = 1 this would lead us into an inherently ambiguous embedding. An example is

4.2

An Algorithm

The generation algorithm is based on the permutation matrix generation algorithm with an
additional property to respect the limitations
mentioned in the previous subsection. The simplified pseudo code is presented in Algorithm
1. The function initially takes as an argument
a 2nk × 2nk matrix filled with zeros. It then
systematically generates all feasible matrices respecting limitations from subsection 4.1. Obviously, to output a single matrix it takes Θ(nk)
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Algorithm 1 Generation of interaction matrices.

through M can self-assemble in a mesh. At the
end of the section we present empirical results
that answer negatively for n = 4, k = 2 and a
quadrilateral mesh.

1: function generateMatrices(InteractMatrix M )
2:
if each row contains 1 then
3:
if chains are connected with each other then
4:
if no matrix equivalent to M is saved then
5:
save M
6:
return
7:
i ← first row that does not contain 1
8:
for all columns j 6= i that do not contain 1 do
9:
changes:
10:
M [i][j] = 1; M [j][i] = 1
11:
M [i][j] = 1; M [j][i] = 1
12:
generateMatrices(M )
13:
revert changes

5.1

The self-assembly of chain instances in a mesh
form is equivalent to a problem of embedding
chain instances into a mesh under three constraints we already mentioned. The first one
is stable embedding (see section 2), which disallows the appearance of holes in a mesh or
even breaking it into pieces. Obviously one can
always in O(1) per link check whether the embedding is stable.
The second constraint we need to respect
is uniqueness of embedding, which means that
an interaction matrix can not produce two different embeddings up to mirroring and rotation. This constraints comes from the requirement that embedding self-assembles in one single way.
The last requirement introduces the third
constraint about periodicity. The periodicity
comes as a natural simplification as we want
our embedding to be the same anywhere in a
mesh. This requirement permits us to study
an embedding on a smaller finite part of the
quadrilateral mesh of size r × r. We name this
piece of mesh a tile, using with which we can
tile the whole plane. However, for technical
reasons we need to extend a tile for e units on
all sides to properly treat the boundaries.

time. However, we can show that the change of
one matrix into another takes O(1) amortized
time. It remains to limit the number of feasible
matrices based on properties described in the
previous subsection.
Let the dimension of the matrix be x × x.
Because of requirement Mi,j = Mi,j = Mj,i =
Mj,i , we can put 1 on x − 2 positions and each
time reduce the size of the matrix to (x − 4) ×
(x − 4). On the other hand, putting 1 on a
position with i = j reduces the size to (x −
2) × (x − 2). This brings us to the following
recurrent estimate on the number of matrices:

F (x) =



1


 1

Required Embedding Properties

x=0
x=2


F (x − 2)+




(x − 2)F (x − 4) otherwise.

Unfortunately we could not find a closed form
of the equation, but for our case, when n = 2
and k = 4 F (16) = 5937.
The generated matrices also include those
with no interaction between the chains. For two
chains there are F 2 ( x2 ) such matrices and in our
case this is 625. Finally, we exclude matrices
with inverted links, which brings us to the final
number of feasible matrices that is 767.

5.2

Embedding and Matrix Evaluation

In the previous section we described the process
of interaction matrix generation. Each matrix
is then used to check whether chains it defines
properly embed in a quadrilateral mesh. The
process of embedding can end in one of the
following situations:

5. Embedding of Chains

Impossible: the chains can not embed in an
infinite quadrilateral mesh.

In the previous sections we introduced the notion of chains and defined the possible mutual
interactions of chain links through the interaction matrix M . Moreover, we presented how we
generate feasible matrices, while in this section
we show how we check whether chains defined

Unstable: the formed embedding is not stable
as described in Section 2.
Ambiguous: there are two possible embeddings of the same set of chains.
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Valid: the chains properly embed in a quadrilateral mesh.

nected to other links), connected but not embedded, or connected and embedded. In the
extension step we take one unconnected link
(see line 2 in Algorithm 2) at a distance of at
most r + e from the centre, and try to connect
it with another unconnected link in C (for loop
in line 15). Finally, the embedding is done in a
lazy fashion which means that we check if connecting two links fixes the structure sufficiently
that we need to embed some more of its links.
Note, that in the extension step for each free
link we also try to add a new chain.
There are some possible simple improvements of the algorithm that do not change its
asymptotic complexity, but do improve practical execution time. For example, since we are
considering a quadrilateral mesh there can be
4, 12, 20, 28, 36, 44 link pairs on distances 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. Consequently, we can
not add new chains in the extension step if too
many free links are already in C.
To estimate an asymptotic upper bound on
the running time of algorithm observe, that we
are working on the area of a single tile only, indeed an extended for e. This gives us an area
with a radius R = r + e containing 4R2 links,
which is also the depth of the recursion. Moreover, in each extension step the number of can2
2
didate links is bounded by 4R8 = R2 .
In the extension step we first search for the
candidate links which takes O(R2 ) time. On
the other hand, because we deploy a lazy embedding it takes O(1) amortized time per link,
which is subsumed by the search time for the
candidate. Finally, on one hand the extension
step time depends on n and k, and on the other
hand so does R. However, since we fixed them
to n = 2 and k = 4 in this analysis we consider only R – the area to perform an exhaustive
search.
This brings us to the final upper bound on
the running time of our algorithm

The embedding algorithm (see Algorithm 2)
performs an exhaustive search by checking for
Algorithm 2 Evaluation of interaction matrices.
1: function evaluate(IntMatrix M, ChainStruct C)
2:
c ← C.findFreeLink() //current link to connect
//recursion stop condition:
3:
if c does not exist then
4:
if !C.checkStability() then
5:
return unstable
6:
if no valid structure exists then
7:
save C as valid structure
8:
return valid
9:
if valid structure is equivalent to C then
10:
return valid
11:
return ambiguous
//branching loop and recursive call:
12:
candidates ← C.findCandidates(c, M)
13:
candidates + = appropriate link from
C.newOppositeChain(c, M)
14:
validFound ← false
15:
for all candidate in candidates do
16:
if C.connectEmbed(c, candidate, M) then
17:
rval ← evaluate(M, C, S)
18:
VS.revertConnectEmbed()
19:
if rval == valid then
20:
solutionFound ← true
21:
if C.distanceToCentre(c) >= r then
22:
return valid
23:
else if rval == ambiguous
or rval == unstable then
24:
return rval
25:
26:
27:

if validFound == true then
return valid
return impossible

a given interaction matrix M what kind of embedding it permits. It is a recursive algorithm
that takes as an argument an interaction matrix
M and structure describing the current embedding C, extends the C for one element, and recursively calls itself. The extension is performed
until the area of one r ×r tile is completely embedded or further embedding is not possible. In
the later case the embedding is impossible. In
the former case the algorithm checks whether
the embedding is valid, unstable or ambiguous.
The last one occurs when the same interaction
matrix M can produce two different stable embeddings.
The structure C consists of instances of
chains, which links are either free (not con-



O R2
5.3

R2
2

!4R2 
 .

Empirical Results

We ran the algorithm on all 767 feasible interaction matrices generated for n = 2 and k = 4.
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N
t[ms]
tmax [ms]
σ

impossible

unstable

ambiguous

valid

466
4
10
2

223
180
11000
850

78
1, 1 × 106
1, 9 × 107
3.5 × 106

0
-

ding. Moreover, the algorithm found for the
interaction matrix presented in Section 3 the
embedding shown in Figure 1, but we knew also
of embedding in Figure 3 from the same inter-

Table 1: Results for n = 2, k = 4, r = 3, and
e = 1.
Table 1 gives the summary of results for the
3 × 3 tiles with e = 1. The first row reports
that we found no matrix producing valid embedding. Moreover, we found that 466 matrices
do not define a possible embedding, 223 define
unstable embedding, and 78 define ambiguous
embeddings.
Table also presents the maximum time
(tmax ) and average time (t) with standard deviation (σ) to realize what kind of embedding
defines interaction matrix M . The figures show
that realizing that an embedding is not possible is computed in the shortest time, while the
time to realize that the embedding is ambiguous takes a few orders of magnitude more time.
This is somehow understandable as in this case
we find two embeddings and we need to compute that they are different.

Figure 3: Known embedding of two chains with
an interaction matrix from Section 3.
action matrix. Due to exponential time complexity also the running time of the algorithm
becomes unpractical for longer chains.
In the future we would like to empirically study longer chains which require bigger
tiles. Consequently we will probably need to replace deterministic exponential algorithm with
a faster heuristic algorithm. On the other hand
a better theoretical modeling could also lead to
a better understanding of the possible solution.
In particular as tiling problem is a well studied
problem.

6. Conclusion
The paper presents a problem of unambiguous
self-assembling of chains into a quadrilateral
mesh. We transformed the problem into a problem of embedding of chains into the mesh. To
define the interaction between chain links we
introduced an interaction matrix. Besides being unambiguous the embedding must also be
stable and periodic.
To solve the problem we designed two algorithms, the first one generates feasible interaction matrices and the second one tries to embed
chains defined by the matrix into a quadrilateral mesh. The later algorithm performs a lazy
exhaustive search which has inherently an exponential running time in the number of chains
and their length.
We empirically evaluated algorithms on two
chains each consisting of four links. Such problem admits 767 feasible interaction matrices.
Our search was limited to tiles of radius 3. The
search found no matrix defining a valid embed-
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